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Abstract 
The abstract of the thesis entitled: 
Finite Element Methods for Maxwell's Equations 
submitted by CHAN Kit Hung 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 1999. 
The aim of this paper is to present a H^{Q) conforming finite element method 
for solving the second-order curl-curl equation V x (V x E) + aE = f with 
the divergence constraint V • E 二 g derived from Maxwell's equations in three 
dimensional polyhedral domain. Both the Dirichlet and the Neumann boundary 
conditions will be considered. 
We use nodal finite element method to discretize the Dirichlet and the Neu-
mann boundary-value problems. In order to impose the divergence constraint 
V • E = g in the finite element method, we introduce a Lagrange multiplier p. 
We approximate both the vector field and the Lagrange multiplier by using a 
Taylor-Hood element. We simulate the nodal-based Lagrange multiplier finite 
element method (LMFEM) in a cubic and a spherical shell domain respectively. 
The iterative solver GMRES is used to solve the system of linear equations. Nu-
merical experiments are given showing the convergence and the accuracy of the 
LMFEM code and the satisfaction of the divergence constraint. 
Theoretically, the Lagrange multiplier p should be zero. But numerically, it 
is usually not. We introduce a penalty factor in LMFEM which effectively force 
p to be small. Moreover, the penalty factor can also accelerate the convergence 
speed of the GMRES solver. 
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Many applications of electromagnetic waves in science and industry involve the 
solution of Maxwell's equations in three-dimensions, for example, wireless com-
munication systems, particle accelerators in physics experiments, hyperthermia 
devices for cancer treatment, microwave ovens at home. These phenomena or de-
vices are all treated as electromagnetic wave problems in which Maxwell's equa-
tions are to be solved under certain boundary, media or excitation conditions. 
In terms of the type of differential equations to be solved, conventional numer-
ical methods for general vector-field problems in computational electromagnetics 
may be classified mainly into four categories [22]: 
1. Those based on the first-order curl equations, i.e. the full system ofMaxwell's 
equations. 
2. Those based on the second-order curl-curl equations. (Section 1.2.1.) 
3. Those based on the vector potentials. (Section 1.2.2.) 
4. Those based on the Helmholtz equations. 
In this paper, we are interested in the numerical solutions of model elliptic 
boundary-value problems. They can be directly applied to methods based on the 
1 
I 
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vector potentials. And they play an important role among methods based on the 
second-order curl-curl equations. 
The divergence equations are included in the model boundary-value problems 
to ensure the elimination of spurious solutions, Section 1.3 gives some justifica-
tion. 
We use nodal finite element method to discretize the model boundary-value 
problems. The finite element method is one of the most efficient and success-
ful numerical methods for electromagnetic simulations. It combines geometrical 
adaptability and material generality for modeling arbitrary geometries and ma-
terials with different compositions. 
1.1 Model Elliptic Boundary-Value Problems 
Throughout this thesis, we are interested in solving the following type of elliptic .: 
boundary-value problems. Let Q be a bounded, polyhedral domain in M? and F 
its boundary. Denote n as the unit outward normal vector to F. Given a number 
a > 0 and two functions f : ^ ~~^ R^ and g : 0 " ~ �R , we look for a function 
E : Q ——�R3 satisfying the equations 
V X (V X E) + aE = f in Q (1.1) 
V - E - g in Q (1.2) 
with either the Dirichlet boundary condition 
E X n 二 h on T (1.3) 
or the Neumann boundary condition 
(V X E) X n = J X n on T. (1.4) 
Numerical solution of the Dirichlet boundary-value problem (1.1)—(1.3) or 
the Neumann boundary-value problem (1.1), (1.2) and (1.4) is the major task in 
f 
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the process of solving Maxwell's equations. Indeed, in the course of solving the 
above model problems we will encounter most of the mathematical and numerical 
difficulties which arise in solving Maxwell's equations. Several applications of the 
model boundary-value problem are described in the next section. 
In order to impose the divergence condition (1.2) in the finite element method, 
we introduce a Lagrange multiplier p for it. Then we formulate the model elliptic 
boundary-value problems as a saddle-point variational problem. Finally we use 
the well-developed mixed Galerkin finite element method in fluid mechanics to 
discretize the problems. We approximate both the vector field and the Lagrange 
multiplier by using a Taylor-Hood element, which is standard in incompressible 
fluid dynamics [15]. The finite element method derived will be B^(Q) conforming. 
The approach we adopt in this thesis is equivalent to the saddle-point varia-
tional formulation by Assous et al. [1] and the div-curl method by Jiang et al. 
22]. Also our approach is related to the penalty function method in the sense 
that both methods use an additional variable, the Lagrange multiplier. The La-
grange multiplier is identical to the Lagrange multiplier in [1] and the dummy 
variable in [22 . 
Our numerical results will show that the satisfaction of the divergence equa-
tions, hence the elimination of spurious solutions, can be achieved effectively 
by the application of the nodal-based Lagrange multiplier finite element method 
(LMFEM). Numerical examples are given to demonstrate the convergence and 
the accuracy of the LMFEiM code and that LMFEM is free of spurious solutions. 
Theoretically, the Lagrange multiplier p should be zero. But numerically, it 
is usually not. We introduce a penalty factor in LMFEM which effectively force 
P to be small. Moreover, the penalty factor can also accelerate the convergence 
speed of the GMRES solver which is used to solve the system of linear equations. 
* 
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1.2 Applications of the Model Boundary-Value 
Problem 
Let T > 0 be a fixed time. In the space-time domain Q x (0,T), Maxwell's 
equations in vacuum are of the following form 
1 5E 
^ ^ - V x B = -MoJ (1.5) 
5B 
- + V x E = 0 (1.6) 
ot 
V . E = A (1.7) 
0^ 
V . B = 0 (1.8) 
where E : E(x, t) and B : B(x, t) denote the electric field and magnetic field 
respectively while the charge density p = p{x^ t) and the current density J = 
J(x, t) satisfy the charge conservation law 
g + V . J = 0 (1.9) 
The constants c, ^ o and /io are the speed of the light , the electric permittivity 
and the magnetic permeability in the vacuum respectively. They are related by 
£ofM)c2 二 1 ( U o ) 
1.2.1 Curl-Curl Formulation 
We now present the curl-curl formulation for solving Maxwell's equations, which 
leads to decoupled second-order wave equations for both the electric and magnetic 
fields. 
We begin with the electric field E. By differentiating (1.5) with respect to t 
and taking the curl of (1.6) and adding the resulting equations, we obtain the 
electric field equation 
d^E , , � 1 d3 
- + c ^ V x ( V x E ) ^ - - - (1.11) 
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with appropriate boundary conditions and initial conditions. Similarly, by dif-
ferentiating (1.6) with respect to t and taking the curl of (1.5), we find that B 
satisfies the equation 
^2g 1 
— + c^V X (V X B) - - V X J (1.12) 
OV £o 
with appropriate boundary conditions and initial conditions. Solution of problems 
(1.11) and (1.12) both amounts to solving the wave equation of the form: 
1 d^ U 
^ ^ + V x ( V x U ) = f (1.13) 
After a sufficiently long time, the wave equation (1.13) can be modeled by the 
stationary elliptic problem 
V X (V X U) = f (1.14) 
In this case, the equation (1.14) is the same as equation (1.1) with a : 0. 
For general time-varying case, equation (1.13) also has the form of equation 
(1.1) after discretization in the time domain. Denote U " — U(x, t^), f " 二 f(o;, tn). 
Applying backward difference scheme 
d^V U^+i — 2U" + U^-i 
^ ^ 涵 (1.15) 
to the equation (1.13), we have � 
V X (V X X_T+1) + aLT+i = r + i + a(2U" + U""^), a = - ^ (1.16) 
c^At^ 
which is of the form of equation (1.1). 
So far, the divergence equations (1.7) and (1.8) are not yet considered. Indeed, 
this is the case for many existing numerical methods based on second-order curl-
curl formulations. Ignoring the divergence equations is the true origin of spurious 
and inaccurate solutions in computational electromagnetics (cf. Section 1.3, [22]). 
It is well known that the constraint V • B = 0 is automatically satisfied at 
any time t if it is satisfied initially at t 二 0. In fact, V . (V x E) 二 0 with (1.6) 
implies ^ V . B 二 0 and V . B(t) = V . B(0) 二: 0. 
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Similarly, the constraint V • E 二 ^ is is also automatically satisfied at any 
time t, provided it is satisfied initially and if the charge conservation equation 
(1.9) holds. Recall that equations (1.5) and (1.9) and V . (V x B) 二 0 imply 
1 /¾ 
V E + M o V - J - 0 (1.17) 
c^ at 
and 
1 d ( 0 \ 
V - E - ^ 二0 (1.18) 
c^ ot \ So y 
which leads to V . E - ^ 二 f v . E — ^ ) . 
印 V ^o/ t=o 
However, in the discrete case it often happens that these properties do not 
pass to the numerical approximation either because 
^ ^ + V . - J , ^ 0 (1-19) 
where ph, J/i and Vh' are the discrete p, J and divergence operator, respectively, 
or because the discrete divergence and curl operators do not satisfy 
V / , - ( V , x ) - 0 (1.20) 
Therefore a convenient way to deal with this problem is to introduce Lagrange 
multipliers for the constraints (1.7) and (1.8). This leads to the inclusion of 
divergence equation (1.2) in our model boundary-value problem. 
1.2.2 Vector Potential Formulation 
We next state another approach for solving Maxwell's equations, i.e. the vector 
potential formulation. Consider the magnetostatic field governed by, from (1.5) 
and (1.8), 
V X B 二 jM)J (1.21) 
• •B = 0 (1.22) 
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Equation (1.22) can be satisfied by representing the magnetic field B as 
B 二 • X A (1.23) 
where A is called the vector potential Substituting (1.23) into (1.21) yields the 
second-order differential equation for vector potential A : 
V X (V X A ) = /ioJ (1.24) 
This, however, does not determine A uniquely since if A is a solution to (1.24), 
any function that can be written as A ' 二 A + V / is also a solution regardless of 
the form of / . Thus, to determine A uniquely, one must impose a condition on 
its divergence. Such a condition is called a gauge condition and a natural choice 
for this condition is 
V . A = 0 (1.25) 
It is clear that the method to solve the model boundary-value problem can be 
directly applied to vector potential problem (1.24) and (1.25). 
1.2.3 Darwin Model and Quasistatic Model 
Finally in this section we consider approximate models for the origin Maxwell's 
systems, i.e. Darwin model and quasistatic model. 
In Darwin model, the electric field E is decomposed into two parts, a longi-
tudinal part Ej^  and a transverse part Ej^  such that 
E = Er + ET, V x E i = 0, V • ET = 0 (1.26) 
Furthermore, we can write FiL = -V4> as V x Ej, 二 0. 
Darwin's approximation consist in dropping the transverse part of the dis-
placement current from Ampere's law (1.5) 
• x B = " � J + * ^ + 迭 (1.27) 
Drop this part. 
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Taking the curl of this equation gives 
V X (V X B) = A o^(V X J) (1.28) 
which is an elliptic equation for B. 
Taking the curl of Faraday's law (1.6) yields an elliptic equation for E^ 
o 
V X (V X Er) = - - V X B (1.29) 
Lastly, Gauss's law (1.7) reduces to V . E [ 二 念 and it gives us Possion's 
equation 
- A ^ 二 L (1.30) 
0^ 
Instead ofMaxwell's equations, which is hyperbolic, the Darwin model amounts 
to solve the three elliptic problems: 
- A 0 = — , E^ = - V 4 ) (1.31) 
0^ 
V x ( V x B ) = / ^ o ( V x J ) , V . B = 0 (1.32) 
o 
V x ( V x E 7 ^ = - y V x B , V . E y = 0 (1.33) 
CJL 
The quasistatic model retains only the longitudinal part E^ and amounts to 
solving the first two elliptic problems (1.31) and (1.32). Again, the equations 
(1.32) and (1.33) fit to our model equations (1.1) and (1.2) with a = 0. 
1.3 Spurious Solutions 
The occurrence of spurious solutions in computational electromagnetics has been 
known for more than two decades and elimination of such non-physical solution 
is still a subject of great interest. The noted feature of these fictitious solutions 
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has been their violating the divergence-free conditions in case where the phys-
ical solution is completely solenoidal. If no particular care is taken to enforce 
solenoidality, the solutions obtained will satisfy only the Maxwell's curl equa-
tions (1.5) and (1.6) but not the divergence equations (1.7) and (1.8). 
Four approaches to deal with the divergence problem are commonly used in 
the literature [32]. Let n be a vector field quantity, it may be electric field E 
or magnetic field H or vector potential A . The first is to reformulate the field 
representation itself, so that 
V . n = 0 (1.34) 
does not need to be satisfied. This is impossible if n is either E or H, but it is 
feasible if n is a potential function, for example, the magnetic vector potential 
A . 
The second approach is to reformulate the problem, reducing the number of 
independent components of n by one so that the missing component is implicitly 
supplied by equation (1.34). This technique works well where there is a natural 
privileged direction, for example the direction of propagation in a wave guide, 
but it is not convenient in general three-dimensional problems. 
The third approach is the edge element method of Nedelec [27]. Edge elements 
can be, and usually are, designed such that they are free of divergence. This 
property is applied for imposing the divergence condition exactly. A number of 
authors claim that edge elements have the advantage of not generating "spurious 
solutions" or "vector parasites" (in their type of problem) [3, 4, 11，34，35，19, 10'. 
There is no doubt that these authors did not find any spurious solutions. The 
reason may be due to the formulation they used, the problem(s) they applied their 
elements to, or a combination of both. Apart from the fact that edge element 
approach can only be used in the simple divergence-free case, edge elements 
violate the normal field continuity between adjacent elements in the homogeneous 
material domain. This is due to one important property of edge elements that 
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they can be used for representing fields with continuous tangential components 
while leaving the normal component free to jump. Thus edge elements do allow 
spurious solutions, see Mur [24, 26] for comments and an example. 
The fourth approach is sometimes called the "penalty function" method. This 
is the popular engineering approach to remove spurious solutions in the curl-curl 
equations first used by Hara et al. [18] and Rhaman and Davies [30]. It settles 
to make the divergence small rather than zero, by adding an extra term to the 
functional F corresponding to the second-order curl-curl equation, for instance, 
F{^) = [ [ ( • X 0) . (V X 0 ) + � .办 + A(V . ^f] dQ (1.35) 
Jn 
The coefficient A may be viewed as a Lagrange multiplier and included in the 
problem solution itself, or it may be given a value priori. The key to success for 
the later depends on the choice of the correct penalty factor — values too small 
or too large do not eliminate spurious solutions. Unfortunately, this is an ad hoc 
and problem-dependent treatment and there has been a lack of systematic study 
of the rationale for selecting this parameter for general problems. 
In this paper, we emphasize that the divergence equation must be included as 
a part of the formulation for solution of Maxwell's equations, since the electro-
magnetic field vectors not only satisfies the Maxwell's curl equations, but they 
are also constrained by the divergence conditions. More accurately, non-spurious 
solutions can only be guaranteed by making the proper divergence conditions a 
part of the formulation of the numerical method as pointed out by Mur [24, 25 
and Jiang et al. [22]. 
«/ 
Chapter 2 
Finite Element Formulation 
2.1 Preliminaries 
In this section, we introduce a few natural Hilbert spaces related to Maxwell's 
equations and some basic formulas and theorems to be used in the subsequent 
sections. 
Consider a bounded, polyhedral domain Q with F as its boundary, and n as 
the unit outward normal vector to T. The most frequently used Hilbert spaces 
throughout the thesis will be 
iJ(curl; Q) = {F G (L'(Q)f; V x F G (L^(!^))^}, 
H(div; Q) = {F G {L'(Q)f; V . F G L'(Q)}, 
their intersection space 
iJ(curl, div; n) = iJ(curl; Q) n if(div; Q) 
and two subspaces of the intersection space 
Ht(Q) = {F G i7(curl, div; Q); F x n = h on r}， 
Hot(Q) = {F G if(curl, div; n); F x n = 0 on T} 
11 
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Green's formula. For u e H(curl; Q) and w G {H^{Q))^, we have 
/ (V X u) . w dx = / u . (V X w) dx — / (u x n) . w ds (2.1) 
Jn Jn Jr 
where the integral over r represents the duality pairing between (i7"^/^(r))^ and 
(iJi/2(D)3. 
Definition 2.1 (Saddle Point Prob lem) . Let X and Q be two Hilhert spaces 
with norms ||. ||x and ||. ||g respectively, a(-,.) and &(.，.) two continuous bilinear 
forms defined respectively on X x X and X x Q, and /(.) and g{-) two continuous 
linear forms defined respectively on X and Q. Then the problem: find (u,p) G 
(X, Q) such that 
a(u,v) + b{v,p) = / ( v ) , Vv G X (2.2) 
b(VL,q)=g(q), \/qeQ (2.3) 
is called a saddle point problem. 
Theorem 2.1 (Babuska-Brezzi) . Let V be a closed subspace ofX defined as 
V = { v G X ; 6 ( v , g ) - 0 , V g G Q } (2.4) 
Assume that there exist two positive constants a and [3 such that 
a(v,v) > a||v||^ , Vv G V (V-ellipticity) (2.5) 
and 
6(v, q) ^ 
sup > P\\q\\Q, yq e Q (inf-sup condition) (2.6) 
vGX V X ‘ 
Then there exists a unique solution to the saddle point problem (2.2) and (2.3). 
For the proof of this result and many extensions and applications, we refer 
to Babuska [7] and Brezzi [5], or Brezzi-Fortin [6], Girault-Raviart [16] and 
Ciarlet-Zou [9]. The inf-sup condition (2.6) has been introduced independently 
by Babuska [7] and Brezzi [5] and is often called the Babuska-Brezzi condition. 
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Definition 2.2 (Discretized Saddle Point Prob lem) . LetXh andQh be two 
finite dimensional subspaces of X and Q respectively. Then the problem: find 
(u",_p/0 e {Xh, Qh) such that 
a{uh,Vh) + b{vh,Ph) = f{vh), Vv/, G X^ (2.7) 
b{uh,qh) =g{qh), NqheQh (2.8) 
is called a discretized saddle point problem. 
Let Q^ be the dual space of Qh with the dual pairing〈•，.�. We define a subset 
Vh{x) of Xh for any x ^ Ql by 
Vh{x) 二 {v/i e Xh； b{vh,qh) 二�x,g"〉，yqh e Qh} (2.9) 
If we let (u,p) be the solution to the saddle point problem (2.2) and (2.3), 
I • ||a be the a(-, -)-induced norm, and bi and ao two positive constants satisfying 
IKv,g)| < |^|v||a|k||g, V(v,q) e X X Q (2.10) 
a(v,w)| < ao||v||x||w||x, V v , w G X (2.11) 
we have the analogue of Theorem 2.1 (Ciarlet-Zou [9]): 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that there exist a positive constant a{h) which may be 
depending on h such that 
a{yh,Vh) > a{h)Wvhfx, Vv" G K(0) {Vh{0)-eUipticity) (2.12) 
and another positive constant P independent of h such that 
sup ("，办)> P\\qh\\Q, yqh G Qh {discrete inf-sup condition) (2.13) 
Vh^Xh V/i X 一 
Then Vh{g) 7^  0 and there exists a unique solution {uh,Ph) to the discretized 
saddle point problem (2.7) and (2.8). Moreover, 
|u-u/,||a < 2 inf ||u-w;,||^ + 6i inf Wp-qhWq (2.14) 
^heVh{g) qh^Qh 
ao / bo \ 
P-PhlQ < - | | u - U / , | U + 1 4 - - inf Wp-qhWq (2.15) 
P \ p / qh&Qh 
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In Theorem 2.2, Vh{g) • 0 and the existence and uniqueness of the solutions 
to (2.7) and (2.8) were proved in Girault-Raviart [16] (Theorem 1.1, Chapter 2). 
We remark here that the minor difference between this theorem and the classical 
version (cf. Brezzi [5] and [16]) is that the former allows the constant a{h) to be 
dependent on h. See Ciarlet-Zou [9] for details and the proof of the remaining 
conclusions. 
2.2 Weak Formulation 
In the finite element method, instead of solving the governing differential equa-
tions under consideration directly, a weak formulation is set up by using some 
variational principle. Galerkin method and Rayleigh-Ritz method are two clas-
sical methods that form the basis of the modern finite element method. 
We will use both methods to derive the weak formulation of the Dirichlet 
boundary-value problem (1.1)—(1.3) and the Neumann boundary-value problem 
(1.1)，（1.2) and (1.4). For convenience, they are repeated as follows: 
Dirichlet problem. Find E G i f (curl , div; f2) such that 
V X (V X E) + a E = f in Q, a > 0 (2.16) 
V - E = ff in n (2.17) 
E x n = h on F (2.18) 
where f and g satisfy the consistency condition: V • f 二 ag. 
Neumann problem. Find E e iJ(curl, div; Q) such that 
V x ( V x E ) + aE = f in Q, a > 0 (2.19) 
V . E = p in 0^  (2.20) 
(V X E) X n = J X n on r (2.21) 
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where f and g satisfy the consistency condition: V • f = ag. 
Next we list the weak formulations for both the Dirichlet and Neumann prob-
lems, but their derivations will be presented in the subsequent subsections. Note 
that p will be always used to denote the Lagrange multiplier associated with the 
divergence constraint V . E = g. 
W e a k formulation of Dirichlet problem. Find (E,p) e Ht{Q) x L^{Q) such 
that 
[ [ ( V X E) . (V X F) + r (V • E ) (V • F) + p{V • F) + aE ‘ F] dx 
^" � (2.22) 
二 / [ f - F + r p ( V - F ) ] dx, VF G Hot{n) 
Jn 
/ {V-F>)qdx= f gqdx, NqeL» (2.23) 
Jn Jn 
where r is any positive real number. 
Weak formulation of Neumann problem. Find (E,p) G i^(curl, div; 0 ) x 
L^{Q) such that 
/ [ ( V x E ) . ( V x F ) + r ( V . E ) ( V . F ) + p ( V . F ) + a E . F ] dx 
JQ 
= [ [ f - F + r ^ ( V - F ) ] dx+ [{Jxn)-Fds, (2.24) 
Jn Jr 
VF G iJ(curl,div;Q) 
[(V-E)gdx= [ gqdx, yqeL^{Q) (2.25) 
Jn Jn 
where r is any positive real number. 
The Dirichlet problem (2.22) and (2.23) can be regarded as a standard mixed 
formulation for a constrained problem. It is well known [15] that such a problem 
is well-posed ifthe pair of spaces Ht{Q) and L^{Q) are compatible in a sense that 
the inf-sup condition (2.6) hold. In fact, the corresponding spaces, bilinear and 
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linear forms required in Theorem 2.1 are as follows: 
X = H^, Q^L\Q) 
a(u，v)= / [(V X u) • (V X v) + r (V • u) (V • v) + au • v] dx 
Jn 
/ ( v ) = / [ f - v + r ^ ( V - v ) ] dx 
Jn 
6(v, q) 二 / (V • v)qdx 
Jn 
9{q) = / gq dx 
Jn 
for any u , v 6 X and q G Q. One can show that there exists a unique solution 
(E,p) to (2.22) and (2.23) with p = 0. The proof is very similar to the one for 
Theorem 7.3 of Ciarlet-Zou [9:. 
Assuming the Dirichlet problem (2.22) and (2.23) has the unique solution 
(E, 0), we have the following theorem: 
T h e o r e m 2.3. The pair (E, 0), where E is the solution ofthe Dirichlet boundary-
”—e problem (2.16)-(2.18), may he characterized as the unique solution of 
(2.22) and (2.23). 
The conclusion of Theorem 2.3 will follow from the derivation of the weak 
formulation (2.22) and (2.23) in the subsequent subsections and the uniqueness 
of (E,p). 
We can also apply Theorem 2.1 to show that there exists a unique solution 
(E，p) to the Neumann problem (2.24) and (2.25) with p = 0. The proof is very 
similar to the one for Theorem 7.5 of Ciarlet-Zou [9 . 
Assuming the Neumann problem (2.24) and (2.25) has unique solution (E, 0), 
we have the analogue of Theorem 2.3: 
Theorem 2.4. The pair (E, 0), where E is the solution ofthe Neumann boundary-
— 狀 problem (2.19)—(2.21), may be characterized as the unique solution of 
(2.24) and (2.25). 
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The conclusion of Theorem 2.4 follows from the derivation of the weak for-
mulation (2.24) and (2.25) in the subsequent subsections and the uniqueness of 
(E,p). 
2.2.1 Galerkin Method 
Galerkin method belongs to the family of weighted residual methods which seek 
the solution by weighting the residual of the differential equation. 
Derivation of the Weak Formulation for the Dirichlet P r o b l e m (2.16)——(2.18) 
First, multiply the the differential equation (2.16) by an arbitrary weight function 
F G Hot{^), and then integrating over the domain Q, we obtain 
0 二 [ [V X (V X E) . F + a E . F - f . F] dx (2.26) 
Jn 
Applying the Green's formula (2.1) to (2.26) implies 
0 = [ [ ( • X E) • (V X F)] dx - [ (V X E) X n . F ds 
Jn Jr 
+ / [aE . F - f . F] dx 
Jn 
(using (V X E) X n . F = (V x E) . (n x F)) 
二 [ [ ( • X E) • (V X F)] dx + f (V X E) • (F x n) ds 
Jn Jr 
+ / [aE • F - f • F] dx 
Jn 
- [ [ ( • X E) . (V X F) + aE • F] dx — [ f . F dx (2.27) 
Jn Jn 
Then, adding the term 
0 = [ r [ ( • . E) (V . F) — g{V . F)] dx (2.28) 
Jn 
which has a stabilization effect, to (2.27) yields: 
/ [ ( V x E ) . ( V x F ) + r ( V . E ) ( V . F ) + a E . F ] dx 
九 (2.29) 
二 / [f.F + rWV.F)] dx 
Jn 
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Finally, multiplying the divergence constraint (2.17) by any q G L^[Q) and 
integrating over Vt leads to 
[{V'E)qdx= [ gqdx (2.30) 
Jn Jn 
From the above derivations, we obtain the following variational formulation 
for the Dirichlet problem (2.16)-(2.18): Find E G Ht{^) such that 
[ [ ( V X E) • (V X F ) + r ( V • E)(V • F) + aE ‘ F] dx 
九 (2.31) 
二 [ [f . F + rg{V • F)] dx, VF G Hot{n) 
Jn 
[{V-E)qdx= [ gqdx, V^GL^(n) (2.32) 
Jn Jn 




on the left hand side of (2.31), we get the standard form (2.22) and (2.23). 
Derivation o f t h e Weak Formulation for the Neumann Problem (2.19)—(2.21) 
As did above for the Dirichlet problem, for any weight function F G i7(curl, div; Q), 
we have 
0 = [ [V X (V X E) . F + aE . F — f . F] dx (2.33) 
Jn 
Applying the Green's formula (2.1) to (2.33): 
0 = J [ ( • X E) . (V X F)] dx — J (V X E) x n . F ds 
+ / [aE • F - f • F] dx 
Jn 
(using (V X E) X n = J x n on P) 
= I [ ( • X E) . (V X F) + aE . F] dx 
九广 广 (2.34) 
- / (J X n) • F ds - / f . F dx 
Jr Jn 
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Then, adding the stabilization term (2.28) to (2.34) yields: 
[ [ ( • X E) • (V X F ) + r ( V . E ) (V . F) + aE • F] dx 
^ (2.35) 
= / [f . F + rg(V . F)] dx + / (J x n) . F ds 
Jn Jr 
Dealing with the divergence constraint (2.20) in the same way as for the 
Dirichlet problem, we obtain the following weak formulation for the Neumann 
problem (2.19)-(2.21): Find E e i7(curl, div; H) such that 
[ [ ( • X E) . (V X F ) + r ( V . E ) ( V . F ) + a E . F ] dx 
Jn 
= [ [ f . F + r p ( V . F ) ] dx+ [(Jxn).Fd5, (2.36) 
Jn Jr 
VF G ^ ( cur l , d iv ;n ) 
[{V-E)qdx= [ gqdx, ^qeL^Q) (2.37) 
Jn Jfi 
Adding a term / ^ p ( V . F) dx on the left hand side of (2.36), we get the weak 
formulation (2.24) and (2.25). 
2.2.2 The Rayleigh-Ritz Method 
The Rayleigh-Ritz method is a variational method in which the boundary-value 
problem is formulated in terms of a variational expression, referred to as func-
tional, whose saddle point corresponds to the solutions of the governing differen-
tial equations under the given boundary conditions. 
Derivation of the Weak Formulation for the Dirichlet P r o b l e m (2.16)——(2.18) 
First, using the Green's formula (2.1), we easily know that the convex and the 
source functional corresponding to 
V X (V X E) + aE = f in ^, a > 0 (2.38) 
E X n = h on T (2.39) 
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is given by 
B(E, F) = [ [(• X E) . (V X F) + aE . F] dx (2.40) 
Jn 
and 
L(F) = [ f-Fdx (2.41) 
Jn 
It is clear that B(E,F) is convex with respect to each variable and L(F) is 
linear. The quadratic functional associated with the boundary-value problem 
(2.38) and (2.39) can be defined as 
/ z ) ( E ) - ^ 5 ( E , E ) - L ( E ) (2.42) 
To impose the divergence constraint 
V • E 二 g in n (2.43) 
we introduce the following Lagrange multiplier functional 
lD(E,p) = lD{E) + [ p{V . E - g) dx (2.44) 
Jn 
where p is the Lagrange multiplier. 
To enhance the coercivity and convexity, we add the augmented term (often 
called as a stabilization term) 
^-|^{V-E-gydx (2.45) 
to /^)(E,p) and get the following augmented Lagrange multiplier functional 
/D(E ,p) = i I [ (• X E) . (V X E ) + a E . E] dx - [ E -fdx 
, , J" (2.46) 
+ / p(V • E - g) dx + ^ / {V-E-g^dx 
Jn 2 J^ 
where r can be any positive real number. 
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The necessary condition for /p (E ,p ) to have a saddle point is that its first 
order variation with respect to E and p respectively vanishes, namely 
^7z^(E,p) = 0 (2.47) 
5plD{E,p) = 0 (2.48) 
The condition (2.47) implies 
0 = 6^lD{B,p) 
= [ [ ( • X E) • (V X 5E) + aE • 6E] dx — / f • SE dx 
Jn Jn 
+ [ p(V • SE) dx + r [ {V'E-g){V-6B) dx 
Jn Jn 
二 [ [(V X E) . (V X SE) + r (V . E ) (V . 5B) + p(V . SB) + aE • SE] dx 
Jn 
—[[f-^E + r ^ ( V - f f i ) ] dx (2.49) 
Jn 
While from (2.48) we have 
0 = V^(E,P) 
=[6p{V • E - g) dx 
Jn 
=[{V'E)5pdx- [ g6pdx. (2.50) 
Jn Jn 
Denote F = 5E e Hot{^) and q 二 5p G L^{^), (2.49) and (2.50) can be 
written as: 
f [ ( • X E) . (V X F) + r (V . E) (V . F) + p{V . F) + aE . F] dx 
jn (2.51) 
= / [ f - F + r p ( V - F ) ] dx 
Jn 
/ {V-E)qdx= / gqdx (2.52) 
Jn Jn 
The weak formulation (2.22) and (2.23) then follows. 
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Derivation of the Weak Formulation for the Neumann P r o b l e m (2.19)—(2.21) 
Similar to the Dirichlet problem, the convex and the source functional corre-
sponding to 
V X (V X E) + aE 二 f in 0 , o^  > 0 (2.53) 
(V X E) X n 二 J X n on r (2.54) 
is given by 





The quadratic functional associated with the boundary-value problem (2.53) 
and (2.54) can be defined as 
/iv(E) - • L [ ( • X E) . (V X E) + a E . E] dx - J E • fdx — j E . (J x n) ds 
To impose the divergence constraint 
V - E - c / in n (2.57) 
we introduce the following Lagrange multiplier functional 
/iv(E,p) = /^ (E) + [ p(V . E - g) dx (2.58) 
Jn 
where p is the Lagrange multiplier. 
Similar to the Dirichlet problem, we add the augmented term (2.45) to 7^(E,p) 
and get the following augmented Lagrange multiplier functional 
/iv(E,p) = ^ [ [ ( • X E) . (V X E) + aE . E] dx - f E . fdx 
r r r r 
- / E . (J X n) ds + / p{V . E — g) dx + ； / [(V . E — g)^] dx 
Jr Jn 2 J^ � 
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where r can be any positive real number. 
The first order necessary condition for (E,p) to be a saddle point of / " ( E , p ) 
is (5/jv(E,p) = 0，i.e. 
0 = fe/iv(E,p) 
二 [ [(V X E) . (V X (5E) + aE . (5E] dx - / f . 6E dx 
JQ Jn 
—f {Jxn)'6Eds+ ( p(V • 6E) dx + r f {V'E-g){V-5B) dx 
Jr Jn Jn 
= [ [ ( V X E) . (V X SB) + r (V . E ) (V . 5E)+p{V . SE) + aE . 5E] dx 
Jn 
— J [f . 5E + rg{V . 6B)] dx — J (J x n) . 5B ds (2.59) 
and 
0 = V i v ( E , p ) = f {V-E)Spdx- [ g6pdx (2.60) 
Jn Jn 
The weak formulation (2.24) and (2.25) then follows immediately from (2.59) 
and (2.60) by rewriting 6E and 6p as F and q, respectively. 
2.3 H {^Q) Conforming Finite Element Method 
We are now ready to derive finite element approximations of the variational prob-
lems (2.22)-(2.23) and (2.24)-(2.25), respectively, using some classical conform-
ing elements, i.e., finite elements which are conforming in H^{Q). 
As in the continuous case, the finite element discretization requires the choice 
of a pair of compatible approximation subspaces ( ¾ , Qh) such that the discrete 
inf-sup condition (2.13) is verified, with a constant f5 that is independent of mesh 
size h. The fulfillment of this condition ensures that the discrete problem is well 
posed and converges to a solution of continuous problem when the mesh size h 
tends to zero. 
We shall use Taylor-Hood (or /¾ — Pi) element [21] (cf. Assous et al. [1], 
Girault-Raviart [16], Bercovier-Pironneau [8] and Verfurth [33]) which requires 
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two set of nodal points for E and p separately on a common set of edges in the 
mesh. 
Given a triangulation T^ of the domain 2^, with each element K E T^ being 
a tetrahedron of diameter diam(i^) < h. The first set of nodes consist of the 
vertices of all tetrahedra in T" . We call this set of nodes "linear nodes" and 
denote it by {x^, i e Ih} where / " is the set of linear node numbers. 
Then the second set of nodes is obtained by combining the linear nodes and 
all the midpoints of the edges of the tetrahedra in T^. This set of nodes is called 
"quadratic nodes" and denoted by {xi, i G Ih/2} where /"/2 is the set of quadratic 
node numbers. Denote T^/^ as the triangulation of the domain Cl with quadratic 
nodes. Note that T^ and 丁 叩 share the same set of edges. They are only different 
in their numbers of nodes. 
Then, the approximation space for the vector field E contains functions which 
are i^-conforming componentwise on 7""/2. More precisely, they are continuous 
and their restriction to each tetrahedron of 7""/2 jg ^ polynomial of degree two. 
At the same time, the approximation space for the Lagrange multiplier p consists 
of the Pi-conforming finite element on T^. Therefore, much fewer degrees of 
freedom are needed for the Lagrange multiplier. 
There are four and ten nodes on each tetrahedron in T^ and T " 2 respectively. 
Figure 2.1 shows a typical Taylor-Hood tetrahedral element. 
2.3.1 The Dirichlet Problem (2.22)-(2.23) 
Based on the triangulation T^, we first define the finite element space Qh associ-
ated with the Lagrange multiplier p by 
Qh = {q^ e C'(Q); g"k ^ Pi(K), yK e r " } (2.61) 
The finite element space that approximate iJ(curl, div; 0 ) is given by 
{F^ G {C' {Q)) ' ; F % e {P2{K))^ WK e T * � (2.62) 
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• Node for variable E. 
® Node for variables E and p. 
Figure 2.1. A typical Taylor-Hood tetrahedral element. 
Then we use the way described in Raviart [31] to construct a finite element space 
approximating Ht{Cl). 
The main idea is to impose the boundary condition F x n = h on F in a weak 
form, that is 
J j ; F x n ) . f j / " d s = l , . f j / " d s , V " " e (W(r))3 (2.63) 
where ^ ( r ) is the standard piecewise quadratic finite element space defined on 
r " / 2 ( r ) 二 r n r " / 2 . We define 
� ‘ F%e{P2{K))^ MK^r^l^- � 
^ - F^  G ( C � _ 3 ; 广 广 
J (F" X n) • fjL^ ds = J h V d s , v " " e C ^ r ) ) 3 
To be more practically efficient, we further approximate the constraint (2.63) 
by a quadrature rule. For a triangle T G T^/^(r) with three vertices a,-, i 二 1, 2, 3， 
and three midpoints of edges a^ , i = 4,5,6, we use the following quadrature 
formula to approximate the surface integral over T: 
r T 6 
J 4 ^ d s ^ - Y l 4 ) { a i ) (2.64) 
T i=zl 
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where |T| is the area of the triangle T. We then approximate (2.63) by 
^ ^ l ^ [ F ( r J x n T _ h ( A ) ] . / x " ( Z i ) = 0, V M ' e ( ^ ( r ) ) 2 (2.65) 
ieih/2{r) TeAi 
where {xi, i G h/2{^)} denotes the set of all nodes of T^/^(r), Ai the set of all 
triangles T e T^^^{T) which have Xi as a vertex or a midpoint and n? the unique 
unit outer normal to triangle T. 
Let n(xi) be an approximate nodal normal at node xi G T^/^{V) defined by 
(cf. section 3.2 gives more detailed explanation of the nodal normal n{xi)) 
n(x. ) 二 " P ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ (2.66) 
ErGA, T riT 
then (2.65) is equivalent to 
F{x,) X n(x,) = h{xi), V2 e /" /2(r) (2.67) 
Finally, we replace Xh by 
f F ' l K e ( F 2 ( K ) f , V K e T ' / ' ; � 
A = < ^ " G ( C � _ 3 ; 1 (2.68) 
� F^Xi) X n(x,) = h(x,), Vi e V ( r ) , 
We also need the space 
f F^|^ G (P2(K))', V i ^ G ” / 2 ) 
X o , = l F ' e ( C ' ( Q ) r ; (2.69) 
� F^(o:,)xn(x,) = 0, Vtelh/2(r)^ 
which approximate Hot (^) • 
With the above introduced spaces X"，Xoh and Qh, the finite element approx-
imation to the Dirichlet problem (2.22) and (2.23) is formulated as follows: 
FE approximation of Dirichlet problem. Find ( E \ p ” E X " x Qh such 
that 
[[(VxE")-(VxF")+r(V.E")(V.F")+/(V.F") + aE".F"] dx 
Jn (2.70) 
=/ [IUf-F"+rn/^p(V.F")] dx, VF^GXo/. 
Jn 
[ ( V • E V dx 二 [ Ihgqh dx, V q^ G Qh (2.71) 
Jn Jn 
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where UJ and Ung are the finite element interpolation of f and g respectively. 
The convergence results of numerical experiments in sections 4.1 and 4.4 show 
that the space pair ( ¾ , Qh) is effective for both convex and non-convex polyhe-
dral domain. Unfortunately, it is still an open question whether the space pair 
{Xh,Qh) satisfies the discrete inf-sup condition, and no error estimates can be 
derived yet, though numerical computations show the validity of this pair of finite 
element spaces. 
2.3.2 The Neumann Problem (2.24)-(2.25) 
Based on two triangulations T^ and 丁 叩 , w e introduce two finite element space 
Xh and Qh: 
X , = { F " e {C'{Q))'-, F% e {P2{K))\ \IK e T*) (2.72) 
仏 二 { f G C � ( n ) ; q% e P,{K), \/K e r " } (2.73) 
Here Xh and Qh are the subspaces of two continuous spaces X and Q defined by 
X 二 F(curl，div; n) (2.74) 
Q = L'(Q) (2.75) 
Similar to the derivation in section 2.3.1, the finite element approximation to 
the Neumann problem (2.24)一(2.25) can be formulated as follows: 
FE approximation of Neumann problem. Find (E",p") G Xh x Q^ such 
that 
[ [ ( V x E " ) . ( V x F " ) + r ( V . E l ( V . F " ) + / ( V . F " ) + a E " . F " ] dx 
Jn 
==[[nj.F" + r IUp(V .F" ) ] dx (2.76) 
Jn 
+ JjUh3xn).Fhds, yF^eXh 
[ ( V • E V dx = [ Ungq^ dx, Vg" G Qh (2.77) 
Jn JQ 
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where II/if, TLh9 and H/^ J are the finite element interpolation of f, g and J respec-
tively. 
We can show that the space pair ( ¾ , Qh) satisfies the discrete inf-sup con-
dition for any polyhedral domain 0 and in fact we have 
Theorem 2.5. Let Q be any polyhedral domain in E?. There exists a unique 
solution (E",p") to (2.76) and (2.77). And we have the following error estimates 
||E — E^||o,c.w,di. < C/1||E||2, if E G X n {H\Q)f (2.78) 
lim ||E — ^%^curi,div = 0, if E e X (2.79) "—0 
where (E,_p) G X x Q is the solution to (2.24) and (2.25). If in addition the 
domain is convex, then 
|E — E^ ||i < C/i||E||2, if E G X n {H^{^)Y (2.80) 
lim ||E — E"||i = 0, if E G X (2.81) /i">0 
The proof of Theorem 2.5 is very similar to the one for Theorem 8.1 of 
Ciarlet-Zou [9]. In this theorem, || . ||o,curi,div is the norm defined for the space 
iJ(curl, div; n): 
||F||o,curl,div 二 |^|F||2 + ||VxF||2 + ||V-F||2 (2.82) 
where || • ||o denotes the (L^(n))^-norm ( or L^((7)-norm if only scalar functions 
are involved) and || • ||^ , m = 1, 2, is the norm in the Sobolev space (ff^(Q))^. 





In general, a finite element analysis of a boundary-value problem includes the 
following basis steps: 
(a) Discretization of the domain. 
(b) Selection of the interpolation functions. 
(c) Formulation of the linear system of equations. 
(d) Solution of the linear system of equations. 
Below we describe each of the above steps in detail. 
Discretization of the domain. To implement the numerical simulations, we 
choose a unit cube [0，1] x [0，1] x [0,1] as our computational domain Q. We will 
discuss a spherical shell computational domain in subsections 3.6.2 and 4.4.1. As 
required by the Taylor-Hood element, we need two triangulations T^ and T^/^ 
of the domain H which share the common set of edges. More precisely, 
f7 = r M j l = T " 2 (3.1) 
»^—y e 
29 
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where each Ke is a tetrahedron with a diameter diam(i^e) < h and four/ten 
nodes on it. Figure 3.1 shows a triangulation of h = ho, where ho 二 V5 is the 
diagonal length of the unit cube. Note that there are four and ten nodes on each 
tetrahedron K^ in T " and T^l^ respectively. 
Mesh of h = hO 
6 elements, 27 nodes and 39 edges. 
� . : ] ^ ^ ; = = ^ i ^ C ^ ^ 
0.8- \~\ ��<bl6 \ \ 
\ \ \ 、 如 \ 。 . 7 -、如 \ ：、、、 、、\ -
0.6- N V 、鄉 \ \ 
|0-5..0 \ \ ���� ^ \ V 
�4~ 乂 \ 、 \ \ \ 
0.3- 少 - - - 乂 、、A 
- z \ 〜 : : : : 冬 
0.1- , —一05-\-一 ^^0.8 
^J^^^^^ ; : : :C l_ \ 乂 。 . 6 
°^^^^^：7~~~~~~"^~^Z.2 
�.e 0.8 7^0 
Yaxis 
X axis 
Figure 3.1. A triangulation of the unit cubic domain Q of mesh size h = ho. 
Selection of the interpolation functions. In our finite element formula-
tion using Taylor-Hood elements, we choose quadratic and linear interpolation 
functions for the vector field E and the Lagrange multiplier p respectively, (cf. 
section 2.3) 
Let {L^^\L2\^i^\^^A^) be the volume coordinates of an element Ke. The 
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quadratic and linear scalar basis functions associated with K^ are 
4 > = 4 e j ( 2 4 e L l ) 
“ e ) = 4 e ) ( 2 ^ ) - i ) 
“ e ) 二 L^){2L^) 一 1) 
# ) = L t \ 2 4 e ) — l ) 
4e) 二 44e )4e ) 
W )^ 二 4L(iC)4e) 
於 = 4 4 e ) 4 e ) 
成 、 - 4 4 e ) i t ) 
必 )= 4 4 e ) ^ ) 
^[1 = 44e )4e ) 
and 
¢['^ = L(/) 
欢)= 4 e ) 
# = L r ) 
0!e) = 4e) 
respectively. Denote E"(^) and 厂⑷ be the finite element approximations of E and 
p in the element K^, they are expressed as 
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Formulation of the linear system of equations. We use the standard ap-
proach to assemble the linear system of equations. The generation of the elemen-
tal matrix and the imposition of the boundary conditions take place during the 
process of assembly. 
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Solution of the linear system of equations. We solve the final system of 
linear equations by the re-started iterative solver GMRES. The size of Krylov 
subspace is chosen to be 50. The GMRES solver is terminated when either 
(a) the number of iterations exceeds M = 5000, or 
(b) the residual is less than the specified tolerance neg*10_i5, where neq is the 
number of equations in the system of linear equations. 
Section 3.5 gives more implementation details. 
3.2 Implementation of Boundary Conditions 
In addition to the Dirichlet boundary condition 
E x n - h on r (3.4) 
and the Neumann boundary condition 
(V X E) X n 二 J X n on F, (3.5) 
we also consider another simple boundary condition for the Dirichlet problem in 
our numerical experiments, namely 
E = E on r , (3.6) 
where E is the given value prescribed for the unknown E. 
The implementation of boundary condition (3.6) is simple: all Cartesian com-
ponents of E are prescribed at boundary nodes. 
The implementation of boundary conditions (3.4) and (3.5) on general surface 
is problematic for a Cartesian vector formulation using nodal based finite ele-
ments. The difficulty is to determine unique nodal normals for boundary nodes. 
An additional difficulty for (3.4) is that we need to prescribe tangential instead 
of Cartesian components of E at those nodes. 
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In this section, we will derive a formula to compute nodal normals at boundary 
nodes uniquely and describe a method to impose the boundary condition (3.4). 
Computat ion of Noda l Normal 
For a general surface, the unit outer normal n is not easy to determined since 
it is usually not along a coordinate axis. Moreover in common practice, the nu-
merical boundary is a non-plane, piecewise approximation to the actual physical 
boundary with discontinuous normal direction at the nodes. Our computational 
domains indeed have discontinuous normal direction at nodes on the boundary 
r . Therefore, a normal at a node may not be uniquely defined. But imposition 
of (3.4) and (3.5) require the unique definition of a local nodal normal n^  at node 
i. 
To this end, let us consider the following boundary condition on a perfectly 
conductor surface Fo 
E X n 二 0 on r � (3.7) 
The finite element representation of E is given by 
E = ^ E,cp, (3.8) 
i 
「 ] T 
where E^ = E^, Ej^ , E^ are the Cartesian components of E at node i and 
(fi is the quadratic scalar finite element basis function associated with node i. 
Substituting this representation into (3.7) and integrating over Po yields 
/ (E X n) ds = / ^ Eicpi X n ds 
^To >>^ro \^ • J 
二 E Ei X / (piU ds 
z r^o 
0 (3.9) 
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Requiring that (3.9) be satisfied local, term-by-term leads to the definition 
of the nodal normal n^  at node i 
n. 二 " 。 一 (3.10) 
fro^ds 
and the condition that 
Ei X n^  - 0 Vi. (3.11) 
Therefore, satisfying (3.7) at all nodes on r � w i t h the nodal normal (3.10) is 
equivalent to satisfying it “on the average" over To of each basis function. 
Obviously, the unit vector n^  is a local weighted average that converges with 
mesh refinement to the correct, unique local normal for physically smooth bound-
ary. Therefore, we can regard n^  as the average normal at node i and employ it 
to implement the boundary conditions (3.4) and (3.5). 
This approach of computing the normal at a node was discussed in detail in 
.13] and [17] and it was adopted in [23], [28], [36] and [37] for electromagnetic 
field problems. 
The nodal normal defined by (3.10) is easy to compute numerically. To see 
this, let us consider for node i on r . Assume that this node is connected to 
several triangles that coincide with the numerical boundary. Denote Ai the set 
of triangle having node i as a vertex or a mid-point. Since cpi vanishes outside 
the triangles lying in Ai, we have 
n = f^^juds = J^TeAjr^i^^ds (312) 
‘ | / r ^ n d s | |X;TGAjT^nTC^s| 
where n^ are the unique unit outer normal to triangle T. Since n? is well defined 
for a planar triangular surface, it can easily be calculated. 
We then use the following quadrature formula to approximate the surface 
integral over T: 
[ ^ d s ^ ^ ^ f ^ 4 > { a , ) (3.13) 
JT i=i 
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where |T| is the area of the triangle T and a“ i 二 1, 2, 3, and a^ , i 二 4, 5，6, are 
three vertices and three midpoints of edges of the triangle T, respectively. 
Finally, nodal normal at node i is computed as 
n. 二 ^ P ^ ^ (3.14) 
l^TeAi 丄 ^T 
Imposit ion of Boundary Condition E x n 二 h 
Imposition ofthe boundary condition (3.4) requires us to prescribe the tangential 
components of E at nodes. But the Cartesian representation of using nodal 
based finite elements, (3.8) does not lead itself readily to this condition since 
the Cartesian components are not in general tangent and normal to the surface. 
In order to apply the boundary condition (3.4), the Cartesian components at 
each node must be transformed so that they coincide with normal and tangential 
degrees of freedom. 
To handle this difficulty, we employ the concept of coordinate transforma-
tion described in [29]. For boundary node i, the nodal normal n^  is uniquely 
determined by (3.14). We then construct a local orthogonal frame (ni ,t l i , t&) 
where tl^ and t2^ are unit tangent vectors. Figure 3.2(a) shows nodal normals 
on the boundary of the mesh shown in Figure 3.1 while Figure 3.2(b) shows local 
orthogonal frames. 
We take a local coordinate system n, tl, t2 according to the a local orthogonal • 
� .1了 
frame (n“tli，t2i). The local Cartesian unknown vector E^ 二 Ei, E^, E ; 
is then expressed as follows: 
K] \K 
E; =R^ Ej, (3.15) 
_ElJ [Ej2_ 
where i^ 二 [ n^  tl^ t2^ ] is an 3 x 3 orthogonal matrix. Thus, ifwe use n, tl,t2 as 
coordinates for node i, the boundary condition (3.4) can be very easily enforced, 
namely, EJ^  and E;2 are set to certain prescribed value. 
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�.8- ， ~ ^ 「 、 、 、 < \ 一 
I ： 一 父 、 、 叙 
�::/^^^^t^ft> 
- � . 2 i _ ^ _ 小 ^ X s 
- � ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ r ^ r ^ r ~ ; r " ~ ^ 
Y axis 
X axis 
(a) Nodal normals 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
" : L ^ ^ ^ 
- � ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ r ~ ~ ^ ^ ~ ~ ^ � . 5 
1-2 ^ . 
Y axis 
X axis 
(b) Local orthogonal frames 
Figure 3.2. Nodal normals and local orthogonal frames on the boundary of the 
mesh shown in Figure 3.1 (mesh size h 二 ho). 
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The trick to implement the boundary condition (3.4) at node i is to replace the 
global unknown vector (the Lagrange multiplier p is irrelevant to this discussion) 
E = [Ei , El, Bl … ， E ; , 4 , E ; , … ， E [ E^^ E f ] ^ (3.16) 
by a new unknown vector 
E' = [ ^ , EJ, EJ, . . . , E^, Eii, E j , , … .， E ^ E"", E f ] ^ (3.17) 
From (3.15) we have 
E 二 RE' (3.18) 
where 
'3 0 
R 二 Ri ^ ith 
. (3.19) 
0 
h _ — 
t 
zth 
Note that the matrix R differs only slightly from the identity and is also orthog-
onal, since RR^ — I 二 RTR. 
In general, there is a set of nodes on the boundary. The matrix R will then 
have several 3 x 3 blocks placed at different positions along the diagonal, with ones 
at the remaining positions and the new unknown vector E' will contain several 
groups of three local coordinate components. R will still be orthogonal. 
Suppose that the original system of linear equations is (the Lagrange multi-
plier p is irrelevant to this discussion): 
AE 二 b (3.20) 
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Using relation (3.18) and pre-multiplying (3.20) by R^, we obtain 
RTARE' = RTb (3.21) 
or, if B 二 RTAR and h' 二 R^b, 
BE' = h'. (3.22) 
In equation (3.22), B is symmetric and positive definite if A is symmetric and 
positive definite. 
With the help of new unknown vector E\ the boundary condition (3.4) can 
be enforced by the usual way as for the boundary condition (3.6). For instance 
at node j, 
Ej X Uj 二 hj. (3.23) 
is implemented as 
E � i 二 E,- . tl,- 二 —hj . t2] (3.24) 
E^ = 均 . t 2 j = h] . t l j (3.25) 
Then the system (3.22) is solved and E' is obtained. Finally, the relation (3.18) 
is used to obtain the solution E in terms of global, Cartesian coordinate system. 
In our implementation, the multiplication of R and R^ is applied on an ele-
ment by element basis. That is, since the matrix A is constructed by accumu-
lating elemental matrices, A 二 Y^e A - The sparsely stored matrix R is pre- and 
post-multiplied by each elemental matrix before accumulating, 
j ^ A R - ^ B " A J i (3.26) 
e 
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- T h e technique for imposing the boundary condition (3.4) described here can 
be generalized to impose interface conditions for electromagnetic field problems 
:36:. 
3.3 Numerical Integration Formula 
For numerical integrations in computation of elemental stiffness matrices and 
load vectors, we choose to use the quadrature formula from [20] which is exact 
for quadratic polynomial. 
Let the vertices ofthe n-simplex, Sn, be Fo, R，•..，K and then its its centroid 
is given by 
C = " ^ ; f > i (3.27) 
n + l g 
Let An be the hypervolume of Sn- Then the formula 
f 4>dx = ~ ^ j 2 ^ � U i ) (3-28) 
JSn 几 + 丄 i=0 
holds for the quadratic polynomial over Sn, n > 1 provided 
Ui 二 7^ ¾ + (1 一 r)C, where r 二 ^^^^1^ (3.29) 
Let Wn 二 ^  be the weights. For the standard simplex 
r ， 「 n 「 _ 
% 二 0 , V i = 1 ， 巧 二 0 (3.30) 
0 0 1 
- 」 L. 」 L 」 
in two-dimensional, we have the weight 
M^2 = i (3.31) 
D 
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and the integration points 
r "I r n r _ 
^ 2 H / ¾ 了丁 ^ 2 ( 、 
Uo 二 , Ui 二 ，U2 二 （3.32) 
0：2 0；2 A 
_ J L J 匕 J 
where a2 = | and /¾ 二 蒼. 
Similarly for three-dimensional, the standard simplex is 
"ol � 1 ] � 0 ] 0 
Vo 二 0 ’ Vi = 0 , ^ 二 0 ， ^ 二 1 (3.33) 
0 0 1 0 _ J L J 匕 J 匕 J 
The weight is 
.W3 = ^ (3-34) 
and the integration points are 
r n r n r 1 r “ 
a3 /¾ o^ 3 o^ 3 
Uo= a3 , Ui = as , U2= as ,仏二 /¾ (3.35) 
a3 0^3 Ps <^3 
_ J L J 匕 J 匕 J 
where a3 =嘉 ( 5 - V^) and ft 二 嘉(5 + 3v^). 
3.4 Discrete L^-norms 
Denote E" as the finite element approximation of E. Still use p to denote 
the finite element approximation of the Lagrange multiplier p. Throughout the 
numerical experiments, || • || denotes the discrete L^-norm. E - E^| 2^ and 
|V . E — V • E^ ||^ 2 are the L^-norm error in the testing function and it's diver-
gence respectively while WpWi^  is the magnitude of the Lagrange multiplier p. 
Similarly, ||瓦工-£^口，\\Ey-E^\\^, and ||E^-Ej||^2 are the componentwise 
L^-norm errors. 
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There are differences in the computation ofthe discrete L^-norm for ||E - E^ |^ 2， 
V . E - V . E^ 2, the componentwise L^-norm errors and ||p||L2. The following 
Ju 
paragraphs describe the computation of these discrete L^-norms. 
Let {xi]f=i denotes the nodal points in the triangulation of mesh size h. The 
discrete L^-norm of a function u : H ~~>• R is defined as 
N 
\\u\\L2 = .yohJ2\u{x i )\^ (3.36) 
\ i=i 
where voU is the volume of tetrahedral element of mesh size h. The discrete 
L2-norm of a function U : Q ~~^ M^  is defined as 
l|U|U2 二 7 l | U . | | i . + | |U , | l i . + | |U , | | i . . (3.37) 
We use (3.36) to compute ||E, — Ej||^2, ||% — E^|| ,^, l|E, — E^1| ,^ and |b|U2 
and (3.37) to compute ||E — E |^|^ 2-
To compute ||V • E - V . E |^|^ 2: we need first derivatives of E". Note that 
V . E" 二 Y ^ V . E"W (3.38) 
e 
where V . E"e) are the divergence of E" in the element K^. 
We then have to find V . E"(e). From (3.2)， 
10 
丑 “ ⑷ ⑷ 二 ； ^ 〜 ! 〜 ） （3.39) 
i=l 
10 
V . E"(e) (x) = Y 1 E2(e) . •代⑷⑷ (3.40) 
i=l 
Since E^ (®) are finite element solutions and (^f) are well defined quadratical basis 
functions for the element K^, we can compute V . E"(e)(2;) at any point in the 
element. 
We are then ready to evaluate ||V • E — V . E |^|^ 2. By definition, 
|V . E — V . E"|L2 二 )J J |V .E — V.E"|2 彻 
=,^J2 J |V . E(e) — • . E"(e) |2 dx . (3.41) 
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Then for each volume integral over Ke in (3.41), we use the quadrature rule (3.28) 
to compute the approximate integral. 
3.5 Solution of Linear System of Equations 
The final system of linear equations has the form 
^ C 1 H = M (3.42) 
CT '-D\ [yJ [62_ 
where x and y contains all unknowns of E and p, respectively. The coefficient ^ in 
(3.42) comes from penalty factors which will be introduced in modified weak and 
finite element formulations in subsections 4.1.3, 4.2.3 and 4.3.3. The submatrix 
D is zero in general. It is non-zero only when the penalty term is used. 
A C 
Let B 二 . We use iterative solver GMRES to solve the linear 
CT \D 
system (3.42) since the matrix B is not positive definite although it is symmetric. 
To make the GMRES solver more stable, we modify the linear system (3.42) 
to the equivalent form 
r" 1 「 ~i 厂 _ 
^ C ^ = ^ (3.43) 
-CF -^D —y -62 
一 ^ - — - L -
when performing matrix-vector multiplication. 
The linear system (3.43) becomes positive definite, with the price of loosing 
symmetry, since the submatrix A and D (if non-zero) are positive definite. In 
fact, 
广 n r* n 「 • 
� 1 A C X � ] Ar + Cy 
rp rp rp rjn “ 
T" y — X V 
L “�—CT -lD y L J —cTx-l^ 
— ^ - — - L — 
二 :^ ;TA:c + x^Cy - y^C^x - - {y^Dy) 
^ 
二 2;TAr - \ {y^Dy) 
C-
> 0 
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for any [x, yf ^ 0 provided that ^ is negative. This requires that s should be neg-
ative in the penalty factors for the modified weak and finite element formulations 
in subsections 4.1.3, 4.2.3 and 4.3.3. 
3.6 Automatic Mesh Generation 
While complex three-dimensional regions can be effectively filled by tetrahedral 
elements, similar to triangular elements filling a two-dimensional region, it is a 
tedious affair to carry out manual data preparation. 
The automatic mesh generation has obviously a practical value in reducing 
errors and the time involved in data preparation. However, dividing any three-
dimensional region into tetrahedral elements can be extremely difficult to imple-
ment as well as to visualize. 
This difficulty with tetrahedra for simple regions can be overcome by introduc-
ing the concept of a master- or super-element. The domain under consideration 
is first divided into master elements which can be hexahedron or pentahedron. 
Each master element is then divided into several tetrahedra. 
We next describe the automatic mesh generation algorithms, which utilize 
the concept of the master element, for our experimental cubic domain Q and 
spherical shell domain Qs^  in this section. These algorithms can be extended to 
general three-dimensional regions provided that they can be efficiently divided 
into hexahedrons or pentahedrons. 
The algorithms described in the following generate linear tetrahedral elements 
for the Lagrange multiplier p. The quadratic tetrahedral elements for the vector 
field E is generated from the linear ones. Given the linear tetrahedral elements, 
the generation of the quadratic elements is straightforward: simply add another 
node halfway between any two connected linear nodes. 
tThe spherical shell domain Qs will be considered in section 4.4. The purpose of this section 
is to extend our computational domain fl to a more general one l^s. 
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3.6.1 Mesh Generation of the Cubic Domain fi 
We choose the master element to be a cube as the domain Q is regular. The 
domain Q is first divided into cubes of equal volume. 
Consider the master cube shown in Figure 3.3(a). The cube is divided into six 
tetrahedral elements with equal volume. A typical division is given in Table 3.1. 
The element division of one-half of the master cube is shown in Figure 3.3(b). 
For the division shown in Table 3.1，the same division pattern repeats for 
adjacent master elements. Note that all tetrahedral elements has the same volume 
in the final triangulation of Q. 
The boundary triangulation can be extracted from the volume triangulation 
if necessary. Similar to volume triangulation, all triangles has the same area. 
Nodes  
Element No. ~l 2 3 I " 
1 5 1 4 T 
2 4 3 7 5 
3 4 8 5 7 
4 4 8 5 6 
5 5 1 2 4  
6 5 6 4 ^ 
Table 3.1. Division of a master cube into six tetrahedra. 
3.6.2 Mesh Generation of the Spherical Shell Domain 仏 
The domain 0^ is determined by two parameters: the radius R and r of the outer 
and the inner sphere respectively. Denote the outer and the inner sphere by Sn 
and Sr respectively. The domain Q^ is the region between these two surfaces. 
The master element is a pentahedron in this case. Before dividing Q.s into 
master elements, we may need to partition it into several layers of different width. 
The number of layers depends on the mesh size h while the width of each layer 
depends on the position of that layer. The general rules are: 
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(b) Division into six tetrahedra 
Figure 3.3. Division of a master cube into six tetrahedra. 
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• The number of layers" increase when the mesh size h decrease. 
• The layer has narrower width when it is closer to the sphere center 0 . 
Figure 3.4 shows a typical partition of the domain H, into three layers (two-
dimensional cross-section). 
(¾ 
Figure 3.4. A partition of the domain Qs into three layers 
(two-dimensional cross-section). 
In general, the domain 0 , is partitioned into n layers by n + 1 concentric 
spheres Si such that 
R 二 ri > T2 > ... > Tn > Tn+i 二 r (3.44) 
where u is the radius of the sphere Si, i 二 1，2’ • • • , n + 1. 
To divide 0^ into master pentahedrons, we first discretize the outer sphere 
Si 二 SR by triangles. Then connect each node of triangles on Sn with the sphere 
center 0. The points that this line segment intersected with other spheres Si, 
i 二 2，3，. •. , n + 1 are the corresponding nodes of triangles on that sphere. Thus, 
each triangle on Sn is “projected，，to Si, i = 2,3,. •. ’ n + 1. Therefore, each 
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sphere is discretized by the same number of triangles. That is, they share the 
same surface triangulation. 
If boundary triangulation is also needed, it can be obtained simply by com-
bining the triangulations on SR and Sr. 
The six edges of a triangle on Si and its projection on 5i+i and the three line 
segments that joins the corresponding nodes of this two triangles forms a penta-
hedron. Therefore, the number of pentahedrons in each layer and the number of 
triangular elements on each sphere are the same. 
Consider the master pentahedron (located in second layer) shown in Fig-
ure 3.5(a). The pentahedron can be divided into three tetrahedral elements by 
six possible ways. Table 3.2 lists all such six divisions while Figure 3.5(b) shows 
the corresponding element divisions. 
We choose a division from Table 3.2 and apply it to all pentahedral elements. 
In order to ensure the consistency of diagonal edges, we may need to use different 
division pattern for some adjacent pentahedral elements. 
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(a) A master pentahedron (located in second layer) 
麵麵藝 
3 3 3 
(1) (2) (3) 
_ 咖 
3 3 3 
(4) (5) (6) 
(b) Six type of divisions into three tetrahedra 
Figure 3.5. Six possible divisions of a master pentahedron into three tetrahedra. 
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- Nodes  
Type Element No. 1 2 3 i _ 
i “ ~ ~ 5 r 4 2 
(1) 2 3 6 4 2  
3 1 3 4 2 
i “~~2 3 4" T 
(2) 2 3 4 5 6 
3 3 4 5 2 
T " i 5 3 T 
(3) 2 1 5 6 3 
3 1 5 6 4 
i i 5 T " ^ 
(4) 2 3 4 5 6 
3 3 4 5 1 
i i 5 6 T 
(5) 2 1 5 6 4  
3 1 6 2 ^ 
1 2 4 6 r 
(6) 2 2 4 6 1  
3 1 6 2 ^ 





In this chapter, we will present numerical experiments using the H^{Q) conform-
ing Taylor-Hood finite element method for solving the model elliptic boundary-
value problems ( l . l ) - ( 1 .3 ) and (1.1), (1.2) and (1.4), with both the cubic and 
spherical shell computational domains. 
4.1 Numerical Experiments for Dirichlet Problem 
4.1.1 Original Formulation 
Recall that our model Dirichlet boundary-value problem is: 
Dirichlet problem. Find E G if(curl, div; H) such that 
V x ( V x E ) + aE = f in H, a > 0 (4.1) 
V . E 二 g in H (4.2) 
E X n 二 h on T (4.3) 
where V . f 二 ag and the corresponding weak formulation is as follows: 
50 
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Weak formulation of Dirichlet problem. 
Find (E,p) G Ht(Q) x L^(Q) such that 
[ [ ( V X E) . (V X F) + r(V . E) (V . F) + p(V . F) + aE • F] dx 
九 （4.4) 
= / [f • F + rg{V • F)] dx, VF G Hot{^) 
Jn 
[(V.E)gciz= [ gqdx, Vg G L^{Q) (4.5) 
Jn Jn 
where r is any positive real number and 
Ht{n) = {F G iJ(curl, div; H); F x n - h on P}, 
Hot{^) = {F G i7(curl, div; Q); F x n = 0 on T} 
The finite element approximation to the Dirichlet problem is: 
FE approximation of Dirichlet problem. 
Find (E",p") G X^ x Q^ such that 
[ [ ( • X E ” . (V X F ” + r(V . E ” (V . F ” + / ( V . F ” + aE^. F"] dx 
九 （4.6) 
二 / [^f.F"+rn/^WV.F")] dx, \/F^eXoh 
JQ 
[ ( V • E")g" dx = [ Thgqh dx, V q^ G Qh (4.7) 
Jn Jn 
where EUf and Hh9 are the finite element interpolation of f and g respectively 
and 
x . J F ^ . ( c O ( n ) ) 3 ; F " k M P 2 W ) 3 , v i ^ e r " / 2 ; 1 
F'{x,)xn{x,)=h{x,), VzG/,/2(r) 
V J 
.Yo.Jr^e(cO(n))3; F l ^ ^ ( W , v i . e r - . | 
� F ^ ( x , ) x n ( x O - 0 , V z G 4 / 2 ( r ) , 
Qk = {q' e c'{n); q'\K e P,[K), ^K e r” 
where n(^^) is the numerical outward normal direction at Xi G F, see (3.14). 
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4.1.2 Experiments 
To check the accuracy of the finite element solutions, we choose the following 
exact solution: 
_ ~] r 一 
E;c sin(ca;) cos(cy) sin(cz) + 2 
77T 
E = E^ = - 2 cos(ca;) sin(q/) sin(cz) + 3 ， c = — (4.8) 
E_2 sin(cx) cos(cy) cos(cz) + 2 
We now solve the Dirichlet problem (4.6) and (4.7) with r 二 1 and three 
different values of a: 0,10 and 100 respectively, with the source functions f, g 
and h in (4.1)—(4.3) calculated directly from (4.1)一(4.3) using the exact solution 
E in (4.8). 
Experiment (4.1-1): oj==0. 
The numerical results when a = 0 are summarized in Table 4.1a and Table 4.1b. 
Table 4.1a shows the L^-norm errors | E — E"| ^^  and ||V • E — V • E"||" and the 
magnitude ||p||L2. Componentwise L^-norm errors E^； — E j 丄2，E^  — E^ ^^  
and E_2 — E^ [2 are shown in Table 4.1b. The ratios in tables denote the ratio of 
the error norm/the magnitude on the corresponding mesh over the error norm/the 
magnitude on the previous coarser mesh. 
From Table 4.1a, we can see that ratios of errors E — E � 2^ tends to be 
less than \. It shows that the finite element approximation is convergent and it 
is of order 0{h?). Table 4.1b confirms this by showing that the componentwise 
convergence is also of order 0{h?). 
Table 4.1a shows that the divergence o f E also converges well. Ratios of errors 
|V . E — V • E^ ||^ 2 tends to be less than | implies that it is of order 0{h?) too. 
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h ||E - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||V • E - V • E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||p||1^2 ratios 
ho 4.858496E+00 —— 9.006916E+00 —— 1.184529E+01 —— 
i/io 9.977194E-01 0.20536 6.962517E+00 0.77302 3.221020E+00 0.27192 
Jii ^^^^ _^>_>____^_^_^  • «_«»^—«—«__^_^_^_> 
|/io 2.523209E-01 0.25290 3.883505E+00 0.55777 1.526905E+00 0.47404 
\hQ 4.118001E-02 0.16320 1.813347E+00 0.46694 2.824417E-01 0.18498 
^hQ 4.131062E-03 0.10032 5.764038E-01 0.31787 2.061761E-02 0.07300 
^/io 3.799795E-04 0.09198 1.592473E-01 0.27628 2.046834E-03 0.09928 
Table 4.1a. Experiment (4.1-1): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
h ||Ex - Ej||^2 ratios \\Ey - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||E^  - E^ ||^ 2 ratios 
ho 2.874800E+00 —— 2.630482E+00 —— 2.901908E+00 —— 
|/io 4.840870E-01 0.16839 7.454373E-01 0.28338 4.532406E-01 0.15619 
^ho 1.357296E-01 0.28038 1.859020E-01 0.24939 1.033621E-01 0.22805 
|/io 2.104262E-02 0.15503 3.165377E-02 0.17027 1.584424E-02 0.15329 
^ho 2.019089E-03 0.09595 3.217667E-03 0.10165 1.623445E—03 0.10246 
^ho 1.892417E-04 0.09373 2.858554E-04 0.08884 1.638863E-04 0.10095 
Table 4.1b. Experiment (4.1-1): Errors in E : , E^ and E^. 
The magnitude of the Lagrange multiplier p is decreasing as the mesh size h 
decreasing. This agrees with the fact that p is zero theoretically. 
Graphs of approximate solutions Ej，E^, E^ and \p\ and the relative errors in 
E3;, Ey and E^ on the square {(x, y, z) G H ： z 二 0.5} when h — —h�are shown 
in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1. Graphs of approximate solutions and relative errors on the square 
{(a;，y，z) G Q : z 二 0.5} (Experiment (4.1-1), h = ^ho). 
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Experiment (4.1-2) : a = 10. 
We repeat the same simulation with a = 10. The numerical results are sum-
marized in Table 4.2a and Table 4.2b. Similar convergence phenomenon as in 
Experiment (4.1-1) can be seen. 
The errors and magnitudes are of the same order in both Experiment (4.1-1) 
and Experiment (4.1-2), but they are smaller in Experiment (4.1-2). This shows 
that the accuracy of finite element approximation is higher than Experiment (4.1-1). 
This is expected as the model Dirichlet problem is more regular when a become 
larger. 
h ||E - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||V • E - V • E^ ||^ 2 ratios lblk2 ratios 
ho 4.398182E+00 ：—— 7.960824E+00 —— lj_243275E+01 —— 
Uo 8.980326E-01 0.20418 7.019011E+00 0.88169 i285654E+00 0.26427 
L \ • 
\hQ 2.509182E-01 0.27941 3.894202E+00 0.55481 :i|.549101E+00 0.47147 
\hQ 4.097593E-02 0.16330 1.818421E+00 0.46696 2.834809E-01 0.18300 
^/io 4.120956E-03 0.10057 5.766014E-01 0.31709 2.056507E-02 0.07254 
^/io 3.618041E-04 0.08780 1.592019E-01 0.27610 1.781499E-03 0.08663 
Table 4.2a. Experiment (4.1-2): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
h ||E3; - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||E^  — E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||E2 - Ej||^2 ratios 
ho 2.602302E+00 —— 2.411746E+00 —— 2.599137E+00 —— 
i/io 4.554643E-01 0.17502 6.543620E-01 0.27132 4.133101E-01 0.15902 
\ho 1.349075E-01 0.29620 1.847851E-01 0.28239 1.030261E-01 0.24927 
|/zo 2.081862E-02 0.15432 3.155320E-02 0.17076 1.581164E-02 0.15347 
^ho 2.001346E-03 0.09613 3.215963E-03 0.10192 1.623108E-03 0.10265 
^ho 1.761523E-04 0.08802 2.778287E-04 0.08639 1.506114E-04 0.09279 
Table 4.2b. Experiment (4.1-2): Errors in E^；, E^ and E : . 
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Experiment (4.1-3): a = 100. 
Again, we repeat the simulation with a 二 100. The numerical results are sum-
marized in Table 4.3a and Table 4.3b. They also show similar convergence results 
as in the previous experiments. 
h ||E-E"||r2 ratios ||V • E - V • E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||”||丄2 ratios 
ho 3.075905E+00 —— 5.503583E+00 —— 1.791419E+01 —— 
i/io 7.711940E-01 0.25072 7.414712E+00 1.34725 4.057345E+00 0.22649 
么 
i/io 2.403774E-01 0.31170 3.988164E+00 0.53787 1.753233E+00 0.43211 
!ho 4.021664E-02 0.16731 1.856847E+00 0.46559 2.931347E-01 0.16720 
^ho 4.127195E-03 0.10262 5.781223E-01 0.31135 2l064978E-02 0.07044 
^ho 4.124559E-04 0.09994 1.592838E-01 0.27552 _461260E-03 0.11919 
Table 4.3a. Experiment (4.1-3): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
h ||Ea; - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||E^  - E|j||^ 2 ratios ||E^  - E^ ||^ 2 ratios 
ho 1.838867E+00 —— 1.776535E+00 —— 1.709878E+00 —— 
|/io 3.970629E-01 0.21593 5.563877E-01 0.31319 3.570910E-01 0.20884 
\ho 1.286259E-01 0.32394 1.763742E-01 0.31700 1.006418E-01 0.28184 
^ho 1.955057E-02 0.15200 3.138070E-02 0.17792 1.582418E-02 0.15723 
^ho 1.924103E-03 0.09842 3.259967E-03 0.10388 1.644440E-03 0.10392 
- h o 1.995967E-04 0.10373 3.086508E-04 0.09468 1.871248E-04 0.11379 
Table 4.3b. Experiment (4.1-3): Errors in E^；, Ey and E : . 
4.1.3 Penalty Factor Effect 
Theoretically, the Lagrange multiplier p should be zero. But numerically, p is 
usually not zero as shown in the Tables 4.1a, 4.2a and 4.3a. To make value 
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of p smaller, we add a penalty term into integral equation (4.5) of the weak 
formulation. The modified weak formulation is: 
Modi f ied Weak formulation of Dirichlet prob lem. 
Find (E,p) G Ht(Q) x L^(Q) such that 
f [(V X E) • (V X F)+r(V • E)(V • F) +p(V • F) + aE • F] dx 
Jn (4.9) 
二 [ [f-F + rp(V-F)] dx, VF G Hot{^) 
Jn 
[ ( V • E)^ + -pq dx= [ gqdx, Mq G L^{Q) (4.10) 
Jn L s � Jn 
The corresponding modified finite element approximation is: 
Modi f ied FE approximation of Dirichlet problem. 
Find (E",p") E Xh x Qh such that 
f [ (VxE" ) . (VxF" )+r (V .E" ) (V .F" )+ / (V .F" ) + aE^F"] dx 
九 （4.11) 
二 / [n&f.F"+rWp(V.F")] dx, yF^eXoh 
Jn 
[ ( V . E V + i p V dx = f Ungq^dx, Vg" G Qh (4.12) 
Jn L ^ � Jn 
When the divergence constraint (4.2) is satisfied, equations (4.5) and (4.7) 
will hold. Then the penalty term ^pq and ^p^q^ in (4.10) and (4.12) respectively 
should be zero. Hence a large value of the penalty factor ^ will force p^ to be 
small. This is really confirmed by our following Experiments (4.1-4) to (4.1-9). 
To see the effect of the penalty factor, we repeat Experiments (4.1-1), (4.1-2) 
and (4.1-3) with two different values of e: —10"^ and —10"^ respectively. (For 
the reason of taking negative e, see section 3.5.) 
Experiment (4.1-4): a = 0,e = —10—2. 
The numerical results of a — 0 and e = —10—2 are summarized in Table 4.4. 
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h ||E - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||V • E ^ V • E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||^ ||^ 2 ratios 
ho 5.326609E+00 —— 1.396699E+01 —— 1.205093E-01 —— 
i/io 1.094367E+00 0.20545 7.394370E4-00 0.52942 2.020977E-02 0.16770 
\ho 2.574923E-01 0.23529 4.099112E+00 0.55436 7.336976E-03 0.36304 
|ho 4.075671E-02 0.15828 1.843218E+00 0.44966 1.851209E-03 0.25231 
^ho 4.055296E-03 0.09950 5.775387E-01 0.31333 2.444404E-04 0.13204 
^/io 4.852674E-04 0.11966 1.591757E-01 0.27561 2.545358E—05 0.10413 
0 Z  
Table 4,4. Experiment (4.1-4): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
Table 4.4 shows that the magnitude of p is about 10^ times smaller than those 
in Experiment (4.1-1) while the convergence and accuracy of the finite element 
approximation remain to be the same. 
Experiment (4.1-5): a 二 0,£ :二 —10—5. 
Repeat Experiment (4.1-4) with £ = —10—�. The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.5. 
h ||E-E"||[2 ratios ||V • E - V • E^ ||^ 2 ratios WpWi^ ratios 
ho 5.337266E+00 —— 1.404865E+01 —— 1.217811E-04 —— 
^/io 1.095371E+00 0.20523 7.399922E+00 0.52674 2.034090E-05 0.16703 
\hQ 2.575832E-01 0.23516 4.101607E+00 0.55428 7.377697E-06 0.36270 
|ho 4.076822E-02 0.15827 1.843770E+00 0.44952 1.866482E-06 0.25299 
^ho 4.056148E-03 0.09949 5.775795E-01 0.31326 2.477452E-07 0.13273 
^ho 5.404680E-04 0.13325 1.591759E-01 0.27559 2.482020E-08 0.10018 
Table 4.5. Experiment (4.1-5): Errors in E and V • E and magnitude of p. 
Table 4.5 shows that the magnitude of p is about 10�times smaller than those 
in Experiment (4.1-1). It shows that the larger value of penalty factor the smaller 
magnitude of p. But it has no improvement on the convergence and accuracy of 
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finite element approximation. 
For further comparison, we repeat Experiments (4.1-4) and (4.1-5) for a = 10 
and a — 100. 
Experiment (4.1-6): a 二 10,£二 -10_2 . 
The numerical results of a 二 10 and s — —10"^ are summarized in Table 4.6. 
h ||E - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios ||p||z^2 ratios 
ho 4.812247E+00 —— 1.277426E+01 —— 1.121197E-01 —— 
i^o 9.929355E-01 0.20634 7.425183E+00 0.58126 1.966645E-02 0.17541 
\ho 2.561625E-01 0.25799 4.109590E+00 0.55347 7.369786E-03 0.37474 
i/io 4.059780E-02 0.15848 1.847436E+00 0.44954 1.843722E-03 0.25017 
^ho 4.046740E-03 0.09968 5.777060E-01 0.31271 2.425788E-04 0.13157 
^ho 4.176292E-04 0.10320 1.591779E-01 0.27553 2.500267E-05 0.10307 
Table 4.6. Experiment (4.1-6): Errors in E and V • E and magnitude ofp. 
Experiment (4.1-7): a == 10,e = -10—5. 
Repeat Experiment (4.1-6) with s 二 -10"^ . The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.7. 
h ||E - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||V • E — V • E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||p||x,2 ratios 
ho 4.820947E+00 —— 1.284335E+01 —— 1.131684E-04 —— 
|/io 9.938551E-01 0.20615 7.430154E+00 0.57852 1.978402E-05 0.17482 
\ho 2.562534E-01 0.25784 4.112053E+00 0.55343 7.410254E-06 0.37456 
|ho 4.060932E-02 0.15847 1.847972E+00 0.44940 1.858554E-06 0.25081 
^ho 4.047523E-03 0.09967 5.777451E-01 0.31264 2.457571E-07 0.13223 
^ho 4.344273E-04 0.10733 1.591792E-01 0.27552 2.515640E-08 0.10236 
Table 4.7. Experiment (4.1-7): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude of p. 
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Experiments (4.1-6) and (4.1-7) also show that the larger value of penalty fac-
tor the smaller magnitude of p while there is no improvement on the convergence 
and accuracy of finite element approximation. 
Experiment (4.1-8): a = 100，£ = —10—2. 
The numerical results of a 二 100 and £ = —10—2 are summarized in Table 4.8. 
h ||E - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios IblU^ ratios 
ho 3.275728E+00 —— 9.220698E+00 —— 7.940203E-02 —— 
^ 0 8.398765E-01 0.25639 7.750131E+00 0.84051 1.849790E-02 0.23297 
么 ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ > _ « - « _ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ — • — • • • • ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ — — ^ < ^ > ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ « ^ » ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _  
\hQ 2.463975E-01 0.29337 4.206119E+00 0.54272 7.689110E-03 0.41567 
\hQ 4.022094E-02 0.16324 1.880750E+00 0.44715 1.794565E-03 0.23339 
^/io 4.069854E-03 0.10119 5.790089E-01 0.30786 2.304642E-04 0.12842 
^/io 3.335779E-04 0.08196 1.592042E-01 0.27496 4.120748E-05 0.17880 
T a b l e 4 . 8 . Experiment (4.1-8): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
Experiment (4.1-9): a 二 100,^= - 1 0 " ^ 
Repeat Experiment (4.1-8) with £ = —10"^. The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.9. 
h ||E-E"||[2 ratios ||V • E - V • E^ ||^ 2 ratios l|p||L2 ratios 
ho 3.278306E+00 —— 9.246468E+00 —— 7.976734E-05 —— 
^ho 8.404640E-01 0.25637 7.753370E+00 0.83852 1.857954E-05 0.23292 
\ho 2.464901E-01 0.29328 4.208380E+00 0.54278 7.727354E-06 0.41591 
1¾ 4.023299E-02 0.16322 1.881197E+00 0.44701 1.808177E-06 0.23400 
^ho 4.070278E-03 0.10117 5.790388E-01 0.30780 2.326477E-07 0.12866 
- h o 3.364043E-04 0.08265 1.592051E-01 0.27495 2.463356E-08 0.10588 
Table 4.9. Experiment (4.1-9): Errors in E and V • E and magnitude of p. 
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Experiments (4.1-8) and (4.1-9) also show similar results as Experiments 
(4.1-4) and (4.1-5) and Experiments (4.1-6) and (4.1-7). 
4.2 Numerical Experiment for Neumann Problem 
4.2.1 Original Formulation 
Recall our model Neumann boundary-value problem: 
Neumann problem. Find E G i7(curl, div; H) such that 
V X (V X E) + a E 二 f in H, a > 0 (4.13) 
V . E = g in Ct (4.14) 
(V X E) X n 二 J X n on T (4.15) 
where V . f — ag and the corresponding weak formulation is: 
Weak formulation of Neumann problem. 
Find (E,p) G H{cnvl, div;^) x L^{Q) such that 
[ [ ( V x E ) . ( V x F ) + r ( V . E ) ( V . F ) + p ( V . F ) + a E . F ] dx 
Jn 
二 [ [f . F + rg{V . F)] dx + [(J x n) . F ds, (4-16) 
Jn Jr 
VF G i f (curl , div; Q) 
[{W-E)qdx= [ gqdx, Vg G L^{n) (4.17) 
Jn Jn 
where r is any positive real number. The finite element approximation to the 
Neumann problem is given by: 
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F E approximation of Neumann prob lem. 
Find (E"，p") G Xh x Qh such that 
[[(VxE").(VxF")+r(V.E")(V.F")+/(V.F") + aE".F"] dx 
Jn 
二 [ [n/jF.F" + r ^ p ( V . F " ) ] dx (4.18) 
Jn 
+ J (n^J X n) . F ^ ds, V F ^ G Xh 
f (V . E^)q^ dx 二 f Uh9q^ dx, V f G Qh (4.19) 
Jn Jn 
where H/^f, UhQ and E/jJ are the finite element interpolation of f, g and J respec-
tively and 
Xh = {F" e (C。(n))3; F^|^ G (P2(K)f, VK G r " 2 } , 
Qh = {q^ e 剛 ； q ' \ K e Pi[K), ^K e ” } . 
4.2.2 Experiments 
Consider the same testing function (4.8) as for the Dirichlet problem, We now 
solve the Neumann problem (4.18) and (4.19) with r 二 1 and three different 
values of a: 1,10 and 100 respectively. 
Experiment (4.2-1): a = 1. 
The numerical results when a 二 1 are summarized in Table 4.10a and Table 4.10b. 
Table 4.10a shows the L^-norm errors ||E - E^ ||^ 2 and ||V . E — V • E^ ||^ 2 and 
the magnitude WpWi^ - Componentwise L^-norm errors ||Ea； — Ej||^ 25 1¾ — E j [2 
and ||E2 — Ej|| 2^ are shown in Table 4.10b. The ratios in tables denote the ra-
tio of the error norm/the magnitude on the corresponding mesh over the error 
norm/the magnitude on the previous coarser mesh. 
From Table 4.10a，we can see that ratios of errors ||E - E^ ||^ 2 tends to be 
close to \. This indicates that the finite element approximation is convergent and 
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h ||E-E^||^2 ratios - | | V . E - V . E " | | y ratios ||p||r2 ratios 
ho 2.841944E+02 —— 2.295119E+01 —— 7.395322E+00 —— 
i/io 3.213572E+01 0.11308 7.771760E+00 0.33862 1.554021E+00 0.21014 ^ ^^ _^ ^^ _«««____««_««—»»«»^ «_^ „____^ _^ ««<« ___^ __^ _^ __.^  ____^ _^___^ ______^ ^^ ____^ __^  .^ ______^ _^^ _^_ 
lho 7.930310E-01 0.02468 3.447023E+00 0.44353 6.370019E-01 0.40991 
|/io 1.627330E-01 0.20520 1.656369E+00 0.48052 1.434569E-01 0.22521 
^ho 7.215157E-02 0.44337 5.439759E-01 0.32841 1.234952E-02 0.08609 
M o 2.192870E-02 0.30393 1.545587E-01 0.28413 1.152246E-03 0.09330 
o^   
Table 4.10a. Experiment (4.2-1): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
h 11 E ;^ — E�11L2 ratios 11 E^ — E^ 11 [2 ratios 11 E_^  — E j 11�^ ratios 
ho 1.646125E+02 —— 1.860250E+02 1.380720E+02 —— 
i/io 1.651206E+01 0.10031 2.479365E+01 0.13328 1.205534E+01 0.08731 
\ho 4.262187E-01 0.02581 5.518235E-01 0.02226 3.777918E-01 0.03134 
!ho 9.255866E-02 0.21716 1.082111E-01 0.19610 7.877357E-02 0.20851 
^ho 4.113676E-02 0.44444 4.628919E-02 0.42777 3.702601E-02 0.47003 
^ho 1.210151E-02 0.29418 1.429824E-02 0.30889 1.140096E-02 0.30792 
Table 4.10b. Experiment (4.2-1): Errors in E^；, E^ and E^. 
it is of order 0(h^). Table 4.10b shows that the componentwise L^-norm errors 
have similar convergence behavior. 
Table 4.10a shows that the divergence of E also converges well. Ratios of 
‘ errors V • E — V • E^ [2 tends to be close to | indicates that it is of order 
0(/l2) too. 
The magnitude of the Lagrange multiplier p is decreasing as the mesh size h 
decreasing. This agrees with the fact that p is zero theoretically. 
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Experiment (4.2-2): a = 10. 
We repeat the same simulation with a 二 10. The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.11a and Table 4.11b. 
Similar convergence phenomenon as in Experiment (4.2-1) can be seen. Ta-
ble 4.11a shows that the ratios of errors E — E^ 2^ tends to be less than | while 
Table 4.10b shows that the ratios of componentwise L^-norm errors also do. This 
confirms that the finite element approximation is convergent and it is of order 
0 ( "2) . 
h ||E-E"||r2 ratios ||V • E - V • E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||p||r2 ratios 
ho 3.338776E+01 — 1.437047E+01 —— 6.961454E+00 —— 
^ho 4.130952E+00 0.12373 6.001921E+00 0.41766 1.613987E+00 0.23185 
\ho 4.936895E-01 0.11-951 3.426840E+00 0.57096 6.299558E-01 0.39031 
|/io 1.209900E-01 0.24507 1.665749E+00 0.48609 1.498843E-01 0.23793 
^ho 2.877061E-02 0.23779 5.552841E-01 0.33335 1.372306E-02 0.09156 
^ho 4.004447E-03 0.13919 1.573806E-01 0.28342 1.656204E-03 0.12069 
Table 4.11a. Experiment (4.2-2): Errors in E and V • E and magnitude ofp. 
h 11 E ;^ - E j 11 ^ 2 ratios 11 E^ - E j 11 ^ ^ ratios 11 E^ - E�11 [2 ratios 
ho 1.976296E+01 —— 2.223825E+01 —— 1.515348E+01 —— 
^ho 2.131323E+00 0.10784 3.171119E+00 0.14260 1.570425E+00 0.10363 
lho 2.541971E-01 0.11927 3.736895E-01 0.11784 1.986687E-01 0.12651 
|/io 6.627732E-02 0.26073 8.259755E-02 0.22103 5.851100E-02 0.29452 
^ho 1.619964E-02 0.24442 1.839765E-02 0.22274 1.506140E-02 0.25741 
^ho 2.236608E-03 0.13807 2.586173E-03 0.14057 2.084440E-03 0.13840 
Table 4.11b. Experiment (4.2-2): Errors in E^；, E^ and E^. 
The L^-norm errors ||E 一 E^ ||^ 2 are smaller than those in Experiment (4.2-1). 
This shows that the accuracy of E^ is higher in this case. The L^-norm errors 
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|v . E - V • E^ ||^ 2 and magnitudes ||p||z,2 are of the same order in both Experi-
ment (4.2-1) and Experiment (4.2-2). 
Exper iment (4.2-3): a = 100. 
Again, we repeat the simulation with a 二 100. The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.12a and Table 4.12b. They also show similar convergence results 
as in the previous experiments. 
h ||E - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||V • E - V • E^ ||^ 2 ratios \\p\\L2 ratios 
ho 6.584256E+00 —— 8.157872E+00 —— 6.735372E+00 —— 
^ 0 1.312584E+00 0.19935 5.888082E+00 0.72177 1.872400E+00 0.27800 
JL I _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ ^ ___^___^_^__^________^____^_ 
\ho 4.267463E-01 0.32512 3.459443E+00 0.58753 7.290063E-01 0.38934 
|/zo 7.043508E-02 0.16505 1.737365E+00 0.50221 1.779033E-01 0.24404 
^ho 7.792515E-03 0.11063 5.675175E-01 0.32665 1.621563E-02 0.09115 
^ho 8.445740E-04 0.10838 1.582196E-01 0.27879 2.326285E-03 0.14346 
0 A ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ 1^ I _ • I 
Table 4.12a. Experiment (4.2-3): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
h 11 E^ - E j 11 ^ 2 ratios 11 E^ 一 E^ 11 ^ ^ ratios 11 E^ - E�11 [2 ratios 
ho 3.835461E+00 —— 4.829455E+00 —— 2.306085E+00 —— 
i/io 6.557417E-01 0.17097 1.026562E+00 0.21256 4.889280E-01 0.21202 
\ho 2.094482E-01 0.31941 3.355505E-01 0.32687 1.601553E-01 0.32756 
!ho 3.528227E-02 0.16845 5.169078E-02 0.15405 3.231601E-02 0.20178 
^ho 4.041297E-03 0.11454 5.493278E-03 0.10627 3.770293E-03 0.11667 
^ho 4.469730E-04 0.11060 5.848479E-04 0.10647 4.140933E-04 0.10983 
Table 4.12b, Experiment (4.2-3): Errors in E^, E^ and E^. 
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4.2.3 Penalty Factor Effect 
Theoretically, the Lagrange multiplier p should be zero. Similar to the Dirichlet 
problem, the finite element solution of p is not zero as shown in Tables 4.10a, 
4.11a and 4.12a. To make value of p smaller, we add a penalty term into integral 
equation (4.17) ofthe weak formulation as before. The modified weak formulation 
is: 
Mod i f i ed Weak formulation of Neumann prob lem. 
Find (E,p) e iJ(curl, div; Q) x L^(Q) such that 
[ [ ( V X E) . (V X F ) + r ( V • E ) ( V • F) + p ( V • F) + a E • F] dx 
Jn 
= [ [ f - F + r p ( V - F ) ] dx^ [ ( J X n)-Fds, (4.20) 
Jn Jr 
VF G iJ(curl, div; n) 
[ ( V • E)^ + -pq dx= [ gqdx, Vg G L^Q) (4.21) 
Jn L s � Jn 
The corresponding modified finite element approximation is: 
Modi f ied FE approximation of Neumann problem. 
Find (E^,p^) G Xh x Qh such that 
[ [ ( V x E " ) . ( V x F " ) + r ( V . E " ) ( V . F " ) + / ( V . F " ) + a E " . F " ] dx 
Jn 
= [ [ ^ f . F " + rEUWV.F") ]d2 : (4.22) 
Jn 
+ J ( n / , J X n) . F^ ds, ^F^eXh 
f [(v . E V + V v l dx = f U^gq^ dx, Vg" G Qh (4.23) 
Jn L s � Jn 
Similar to the Dirichlet problem, a large value ofthe penalty factor j will force 
ph to be small. This is really confirmed by our following Experiments (4.2-4) to 
(4.2-9). 
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V 
We repeat Experiments (4.2-1), (4.2-2) and (4.2-3) with two different values 
of e: -10—2 and -10"^ respectively. (For the reason of taking negative e, see 
section 3.5.) 
Exper iment (4.2-4): a 二 1，£二 -10—2. 
The numerical results of a 二 1 and e 二 - 10 "^ are summarized in Table 4.13. 
h ||E-E^||^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios lblU^ ratios 
ho 2.839948E+02 一 2.4Q4774E+01 ——8.687469E-02  
Uo 3.216929E+01 0.11327 8.042067E+00 0.33442 1.193152E-02 0.13734  1^ _«_<«^ _^_^_^_»««~~~ • •_ ——^——^-^—~^—^~~"^~^~~~^~ ~~~~^^^ ~^"^~^~~~~ 
i/io 7 949953E-01 0.02471 3.518710E+00 0.43754 3.342425E-03 0.28013 
4 u “ 
lho 1.602392E-01 0.20156 1.673683E+00 0.47565 7.577004E-04 0.22669 
8 1 — 
±ho 7.195210E-02 0.44903 5.448563E-01 0.32554 1.3374Q3E-04 0.17651 
±ho 2.191759E-02 0.30461 1.545830E-01 0.28371 1.605196E-05 0.12002 
32 —~—•“———  
Table 4.13. Experiment (4.2-4): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
Table 4.13 shows that the magnitude of p is about 10^ times smaller than those 
in Experiment (4.2-1) while the convergence and accuracy of the finite element 
approximation remain to be the same. 
Experiment (4.2-5): a = l , e = - 1 0 " ^ 
Repeat Experiment (4.2-4) with e 二 - 1 0 " ^ The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.14. 
Table 4.14 shows that the magnitude of p is about 10^ times smaller than 
those in Experiment (4.2-1). It shows that the larger value of penalty factor the 
smaller magnitude of p. 
The convergence of V • E^ remain to be the same but the convergence of E" is 
loosed. This indicates that the penalty factor ^ = -10^ is too large in this case. 
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h ||E-E^||^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios ||p||z^2 ratios 
ho 2.839931E+02 —— 2.407257E+01 —— 8.786992E-05 —— 
|/io 3.216951E+01 0.11328 8.045970E+00 0.33424 1.202284E-05 0.13683 
\ho 7.863180E-01 0.02444 3.519334E+00 0.43740 3.361290E—06 0.27958 
|/io 4.568514E-01 0.58100 1.674156E+00 0.47570 7.657768E-07 0.22782 
^ho 1.209132E+00 2.64666 5.516185E-01 0.32949 1.939422E-07 0.25326 
^ho 1.240047E+00 1.02557 1.632937E-01 0.29603 4.256049E-07 2.19449 
Table 4.14. Experiment (4.2-5): Errors in E and V • E and magnitude ofp. 
For further comparison，we repeat Experiments (4.2-4) and (4.2-5) for a = 10 
and a — 100. 
Experiment (4.2-6): a 二 10，£ = — I O - 2 . 
The numerical results of a : 10 and £ 二 —10—2 are summarized in Table 4.15. 
h ||E-E"||:2 ratios ||V.E-V .E"|| :2 ratios ||p||z,2 ratios 
ho 3.323423E+01 —— 1.566768E+01 —— 7.726006E-02 —— 
|/io 4.182147E+00 0.12584 6.300589E+00 0.40214 1.185186E-02 0.15340 
\ho 4.916178E-01 0.11755 3.495059E+00 0.55472 3.204931E-03 0.27042 
lho 1.186123E-01 0.24127 1.684481E+00 0.48196 8.211359E-04 0.25621 
^ho 2.858854E-02 0.24103 5.562637E-01 0.33023 1.603177E-04 0.19524 
^ho 3.968127E-03 0.13880 1.573735E-01 0.28291 2.010964E-05 0.12544 
Table 4.15. Experiment (4.2-6): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
Table 4.15 shows that the magnitude of p is about 10^ times smaller than 
those in Experiment (4.2-2). But it has no improvement on the convergence and 
accuracy of finite element approximation. 
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Experiment (4.2-7): a 二 10,£二 -lO—^. 
Repeat Experiment (4.2-6) with £ 二 —10—5. The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.16. 
h ||E-E^||^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios lblU^ ratios 
ho 3.323335E+01 一 1.569561E+Q1 ——7.811226E-05 — 
i "o 4.182504E+00 0.12585 6.304702E+00 0.40169 1.19325QE-05 0.15276  2 _^^^___ _^___^____^___^__ • -— —^——^——^^―― • •— •• 
lhn 4 916130E-01 0.11754 3.495813E+00 0.55448 3.222631E-06 0.27007 
4 u ‘  
lho 1.185966E-01 0.24124 1.684686E+00 0.48192 8.263415E-07 0.25642 
^ho 2.904289E—02 0.24489 5.563113E-01 0.33022 1.6246Q9E-Q7 0.19660 
±ho 4.475380E-03 0.15410 1.573822E-01 0.28290 2.133956E-08 0.13135 
32 B— ^  
Table 4.16. Experiment (4.2-7): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
Table 4.16 shows that the magnitude o fp is about 10^ times smaller than those 
in Experiment (4.2-2) while the convergence and accuracy of the finite element 
approximation remain to be the same. 
Experiment (4.2-8): a = 100，£ = -10_2. 
The numerical results of a 二 100 and e = —10—2 ^^ g summarized in Table 4.17. 
h ||E-E^l|^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios jblU^ ratios 
ho 6.454479E+00 —— 8.596026E+00 —— 4.030877E-Q2 —— 
lho 1.336908E+00 0.20713 6.069816E+00 0.70612 9.123393E-03 0.22634 
lho 4.249743E-01 0.31788 3.532954E+00 0.58205 3.412264E-Q3 0.37401 
|/io 6.968863E-02 0.16398 1.757599E+00 0.49749 1.026233E-03 0.30075 
^ho 7.796015E-03 0.11187 5.683669E-01 0.32338 1.7748Q4E-04 0.17294 
M o 8.312873E-04 0.10663 1.581487E-01 0.27825 2.256041E-05 0.12711 
o^ I 1 • 
Table 4.17. Experiment (4.2-8): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
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Exper iment (4.2-9): a = 100，5二 -10_5. 
Repeat Experiment (4.2-8) with s = -10"^ . The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.18. 
h ||E - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||V • E - V • E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||口||丄2 ratios 
ho 6.453942E+00 —— 8.603372E+00 —— 4.060102E-05 —— 
i/io 1.337063E+00 0.20717 6.071540E+00 0.70572 9.165862E-06 0.22575 
^ho 4.249712E-01 0.31784 3.533684E+00 0.58201 3.429232E-06 0.37413 4 u  
h^o 6.968676E-02 0.16398 1.757836E+00 0.49745 1.033145E-06 0.30128 
^ho 7.794796E-03 0.11185 5.683908E-01 0.32335 1.796066E-07 0.17384 
- h o 8.336074E-04 0.10694 1.581485E-01 0.27824 2.060094E-08 0.11470 
Table 4.18. Experiment (4.2-9): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
Experiments (4.2-8) and (4.2-9) also show that the larger value of penalty fac-
tor the smaller magnitude of p while there is no improvement on the convergence 
and accuracy of finite element approximation. 
4.2.4 Comparison with the Dirichlet Problem 
Comparing the numerical results in section 4.1 and 4.2, we observe the following: 
1. The Dirichlet problem and the Neumann problem have similar convergence 
behaviors. The order of finite element approximation is 0{h^) for both 
problems. 
2. The penalty factor has similar effect on both problems. That is, the larger 
value of penalty factor the smaller magnitude of p while the convergence 
and accuracy of the finite element approximation remain to be the same. 
3. The accuracy of finite element approximation is higher in the Dirichlet 
problem. 
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4.3 Numerical Experiment of Dirichlet Problem 
x""S>X 
with Boundary Condition E = E 
In this section, we consider another boundary condition for the Dirichlet problem 
(4.1) - (4 .3) . That is 
E = E on r (4.24) 
where E is the given value prescribed for the unknown E. 
This kind of boundary condition occurs in practical problems, see [12] for an 
example. As mentioned in section 3.2, the implementation of boundary condition 
(4.24) is simple. 
4.3.1 Original Formulation 
The new Dirichlet boundary-value problem under consideration is: 
N e w Dirichlet problem. Find E G iJ(curl, div; Q) such that 
V X (V X E) + a E 二 f in H, a > 0 (4.25) 
V . E = g in Q (4.26) 
E = E on r (4.27) 
where V . f = ag. 
Similar to the Dirichlet problem, we can derive the analogue weak formulation 
and finite element approximation for the new Dirichlet problem (4.25)—(4.27). 
The weak formulation is: 
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Weak formulation of new Dirichlet prob lem. 
Find (E,p) e H{Q) X L^{Q) such that 
[ [ ( • X E) • (V X F ) + r ( V . E ) (V • F) + p ( V . F) + a E . F] dx 
九 〜 （4.28) 
二 / [f . F + rg{V . F)] dx, VF G Ho{Q) 
Ja 
[ ( V . E ) _ = [ gqdx, \/qeL\n) (4.29) 
Jn Jn 
where r is any positive real number and 
H[^) = {F G F(curl , div; Q); F 二 E on T} 
Ho{n) 二 {F G iI(curl, div; H); F = 0 on T} 
The finite element approximation to the new Dirichlet problem is: 
FE approximation of new Dirichlet prob lem. 
Find ( E � / ) G Xh x Qh such that 
[[(V X E^) • (V X F^) + r(V • E^) (V • F^) + p^(V • F^) + aE^ • F^] dx 
九 (4.30) 
=I [ n / J . F " + r n 0 ( V . F " ) ] dx, yF^eXoh 
Jn 
[{W-E^)q^ dx= [ u^gq^ dx, V f e Q " (4.31) 
Jn Jn 
where R/^ f and Uhg are the finite element interpolation of f and g respectively 
and 
x . J F ^ e ( c O ( a ) ) 3 ; ^ ^ U e ( W . v i . . r v O 
[ F'{x,)=E{xi), V z G V ( r ) � 
‘ , r . F%e(P2{K))\ yKeT^/^； ^ XoH = F^ G (C°(n))^ K � 2 � ) ) \ 
1 F^(x,) = o, V z G V ( r ) , 
Qh = {q' e co (n ) ; q% e Pi(i^), yK e ” } 
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4.3.2 Experiments 
We still consider the same testing function (4.8) as in sections 4.1 and 4.2 and 
solve the new Dirichlet problem (4.30) and (4.31) with r = 1 and three different 
values of a: 0,10 and 100 respectively. 
Exper iment (4.3-1): a = 0. 
The numerical results when a 二 0 are summarized in Table 4.19a and Table 4.19b. 
Table 4.19a shows the L^-norm errors ||E — E^H^^ and ||V . E — V • E"||y and 
the magnitude ||p||L2. Componentwise L^-norm errors \\E^  — E |^|^ 2, ||Ey - E^ |^ 2 
and E . — E^ ,^ are shown in Table 4.19b. The ratios in tables denote the ra-
^ L 
tio of the error norm/the magnitude on the corresponding mesh over the error 
norm/the magnitude on the previous coarser mesh. 
From the ratios of the L^-norm errors ||E - E^ ||^ 2 and ||V • E - V . E^ ||^ 2 
and the componentwise L^-norm errors shown in Tables 4.19a and 4.19b，we can 
see that the finite element approximation is convergent and it is of order 0{h^). 
f 
The magnitude of the Lagrange multiplier p decrease rapidly from 1.38 x 10^ ^ 
to 1.02 X 10—2 when mesh size h decrease. 
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h ||E-E^||^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios lblU^ ratios 
ho 1.000062E+00 —— 5.277968E+0Q ——1.3816Q6E+15 —— 
lho 7.227541E-01 0.72271 9.751658E+00 1.84762 6.6Q0769E+Q4 0.00000  2 ‘   
lhn 1 972653E-01 0.27294 4.669184E+00 0.47881 1.294965E+01 0.00020 
4 u  
lho 3.701466E-02 0.18764 1.922573E+00 0.41176 8.267672E-01 0.06384 
±ho 3.721677E-03 0.10055 5.926695E-01 0.30827 4.665026E-Q2 0.05642 
±ho 8.611214E-04 0.23138 1.615491E-01 0.27258 1.020666E-02 0.21879 
32 — 1  
Table 4.19a. Experiment (4.3-1): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
h ||E�E5||:2 ratios ||E^-Ej||^2 ratios ||E^-E^||^, ratios 
ho 4.419071E-01 —— 8.188605E-01 —— 3.664826E-01 ——  
lho 3.726624E-01 0.84330 5.426981E-01 0.66275 2.982868E-01 0.81392 
1 _ … - . . - I . I • I I 
\ho 1.055093E-01 0.28312 1.445586E-01 0.26637 8.297105E-02 0.27816 
lho 1.903600E-02 0.18042 2.831662E-02 0.19588 1.434867E-Q2 0.17294 
^ho 1.811776E-03 0.09518 2.905384E-03 0.10260 1.458455E-Q3 0.10164 
^ho 4.425594E-04 0.24427 5.968720E-04 0.20544 4.352185E-04 0.29841 
o^ I M _ ^ _ ^ • . • 
Table 4.19b. Experiment (4.3-1): Errors in E^, E^ and E^. 
Experiment (4.3-2): a = 10. 
We repeat the same simulation with a = 10. The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.20a and Table 4.20b. Similar convergence phenomenon including 
the rapid decreasing of ||j>||:2 as in Experiment (4.3-1) can be seen. 
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h ||E-E^||^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||-^2 ratios lblU^ ratios 
ho 4.962463E-01 — 5.Q71367E+QQ ——4.895366E+15  
i/io 7.198299E-01 1.45055 9.754973E+00 1.92354 1.349338E+Q4 0.00000  2 ___^_^__^__«»^—_~~ ^ __^_____^______ - _^_^—~~"^~~~^~~ ~~"^~~~~^ ~^~~~"~~~~~~~~~~"~~" 
i-hn 1 957443E-01 0.27193 4.673367E+00 0.47908 1.327523E+01 0.00098 
4 u  
lho 3.681925E-02 0.18810 1.926870E+QQ 0.41231 8.253111E-01 0.06217 
±ho 3.710482E-03 0.10078 5.928478E-01 0.30767 4.65Q7QQE-Q2 0.05635 
±ho 9.108945E-04 0.24549 1.615392E-01 0.27248 1.083837E-Q2 0.23305 
32 — I ® — 
Table 4.20a. Experiment (4.3-2): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
h ||E^-E^||^, ratios ||E^-E^||^, ratios ||E,-E^||^, ratios 
ho 4.416624E-01 ——7.444848E-02 —— 2.136636E-01 ——  
lho 3.713693E-01 0.84084 5.400440E-01 7.25393 2.976447E-01 1.39305 
Jd _^ _^ __^ _^__<> ^_^^__^^___^___^_ ^_^_^^^^^^___^__.^^^_.^____^^ — I • '• i_ ~~~—^— -^~~~^ ^^ ~" 
i/zo 1 046226E-01 0.28172 1.434523E-01 0.26563 8.240987E-02 0.27687 
4 u  
i/io 1.879520E-02 0.17965 2.823983E-02 0.19686 1.431466E-02 0.17370 
� h o 1.791583E-03 0.09532 2.903989E-03 0.10283 1.457654E-Q3 0.10183 
±ho 4.610996E-04 0.25737 6.408750E-04 0.22069 4.543073E-04 0.31167 
oZ ^ _ o > ^ ^ ^ _ - < ^ ^ ^ ^ - I • I •“ ‘ •邏 
Table 4.20b. Experiment (4.3-2): Errors in E^, E^ and E,. 
Experiment (4.3-3): a = 100. 
Again, we repeat the simulation with a = 100. The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.21a and Table 4.21b. They also show similar convergence results 
as in the previous experiments. 
The results of rapid decreasing of ||^||^2 in Experiments (4.3-1) to (4.3-3) show 
that the Lagrange multiplier p is also zero theoretically. 
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h ||E-E^||^2 ratios | | V . E - V . E " | | p ratios lblU^ ratios 
ho 5.043807E-01 — 4.594Q54E+Q0 ——4.1Q2261E+14 —— 
lho 7.068497E-01 1.40142 9.791649E+00 2.13137 5.08QQQ9E+05 0.00000  
2 ^__^^^___^^^^_^^^^^__<_ ^___^^__________ ___^________——^————^-^——^— • — • ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
i-hn 1 839444E-01 0.26023 4.711996E+00 0.48123 1.443012E+01 0.00003 
4 u  
lho 3.611847E-02 0.19636 1.959182E+00 0.41579 8.14Q466E-Q1 0.05641  
8  
±ho 3.706353E-03 0.10262 5.941733E-01 0.30328 4.55026QE-Q2 Q.0559Q 
±ho 1.073514E—03 0.28964 1.615369E-01 0.27187 2.135136E—02 0.46923 
o^ ^ ^ _ « ^ _ _ _ « > • 丨 • • - ' ‘' ‘ 
Table 4.21a. Experiment (4.3-3): Errors in E and V • E and magnitude ofp. 
h |lE -^E |^|^ 2 ratios ||Ey-E |^|^ , ratios ||E,-E^|| ,^ ratios 
ho 1.581152E-01 ——3.521958E-Q1 ——3.245883E-Q1 ——  
Uo 3.666075E-01 2.31861 5.271895E-01 1.49686 2.954769E-0i 0.91031 
jC . . _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ _ - ^ - - _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ _ - - ^ - 1 — • • I ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ •" ‘ _ - ‘ ‘ 
lho 9.770773E-02 0.26652 1.347741E—01 0.25565 7.826Q44E-Q2 0.26486 
^ho 1.742434E-02 0.17833 2.820731E-02 0.20929 1.432774E-Q2 0.18308 
±ho 1.696781E-03 0.09738 2.945977E-03 0.10444 1.476214E-03 0.10303 . 
l h o 5.257481E-04 0.30985 7.764139E-04 0.26355 5.226880E-04 0.35407 
32 — ~1  
Table 4.21b. Experiment (4.3-3): Errors in E^, E^ and E^. 
4.3.3 Penalty Factor Effect 
Similar to the Dirichlet problem and the Neumann problem, we consider the 
following modified weak formulation with penalty factor for the new Dirichlet 
problem. 
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Modi f ied Weak formulation of new Dirichlet problem. 
Find (E,p) G H(Q) x L^Q) such that 
[[(V X E) . (V X F)+r(V . E)(V . F) +p(V • F) + aE . F] dx 
Jn 〜 （4.32) 
二 [ [ f - F + r^/(V-F)] dx, VF G Ho{^) 
Jn 
f l(V-E)q^-pq] dx= [ gqdx, \/qeL^{n) (4.3¾ 
Jn L ^ J «^ n 
The corresponding modified finite element approximation is: 
Modi f ied FE approximation of new Dirichlet problem. 
Find ( E \ / ) G Xh x Qh such that 
f [ ( • X E ” . (V X F ” + r ( V . E ” ( V . F^) + / ( • . F ” + aE^. F ” dx 
九 (4.34) 
=[[mf.F"+rnw(V.F")] dx, \/F^eXoh 
Jn 
[ [ ( V . E V + -P^A 办 二 [ Uhgqh dx, V q^ G Qh (4-35) 
JQ L s J Jn 
We repeat Experiments (4.3-1)，（4.3-2) and (4.3-3) with two different values 
of £： -10_2 and -10_5 respectively. (For the reason of taking negative e, see 
section 3.5.) The following numerical experiments again show that a large value 
of the penalty factor ^ will force p^ to be small. 
Experiment (4.3-4): a = 0,s = -10—2. 
The numerical results of a = 0 and e 二 -10"^ are summarized in Table 4.22. 
Table 4.22 shows that the effect of the penalty factor is very significant when 
the mesh is coarse. It force the magnitude of p decrease from 1.38 x 10^ ^ to 
2.94 X 10—2 when mesh size h 二 ho. When the mesh is fine, the magnitude ofp 
also decrease by a factor of 10^ comparing to Experiment (4.3-1). 
Similar to the Dirichlet problem and the Neumann problem, the convergence 
ofthe finite element approximation remains to be the same. Moreover, the penalty 
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h ||E-E"|!L2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios lblU^ ratios 
ho 8.294958E-01 —— 6.215653E+Q0 ——2.935424E-Q2 ——  
lho 5.872601E-01 0.70797 8.551484E+00 1.37580 2.037457E-02 0.69409 
2 ^^______«™^~~~ _ _ ^ ~ I I • • • - — 
lho 1.925920E-01 0.32795 4.418846E+00 0.51673 6.510861E-03 0.31956 
lho 3.651423E-02 0.18959 L913735E+00 0.43308 1.753824E-03 0.26937 
±ho 3.581546E-03 0.09809 5.925196E-01 Q.3Q961 2.426158E-Q4 0.13834 
±ho 3.515825E-04 0.09817 1.613880E—01 0.27238 2.648485E-05 0.10916 
32 —— 1  
Table 4,22. Experiment (4.3-4): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
factor improves the accuracy of E^. For instance, the L^-norm error ||E — E^ ||^ 2 
is reduced about one-half comparing to Experiment (4.3-1) when h = ^¾. 
Exper iment (4.3-5): a 二 0,£二 -10_5. 
Repeat Experiment (4.3-4) with £ = —10—5. The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.23. 
h ||E - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios |blU2 ratios 
"0 8.302618E-01 —— 6.219214E+00 —— 2.938049E-Q5 ——  
i/io 5.877933E-01 0.70796 8.554066E+00 1.37543 2.042364E-05 0.69514 
ju ^ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ » ^ ^ _ _ ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ « _ — « ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ ~ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ I I ,, I • I. I 
i/io 1.926112E-01 0.32769 4.419324E+00 0.51663 6.518010E-06 0.31914 4 u  
\ho 3.652295E-02 0.18962 1.913936E+00 0.43308 1.759748E-Q6 0.26998 
^ho 3.582594E-03 0.09809 5.925402E-01 0.30959 2.446855E-07 0.13905 
^h^ 3.829236E-04 0.10688 1.613910E-01 0.27237 2.563122E—08 0.10475 
oZ> I 1  
Table 4.23. Experiment (4.3-5): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
The effect of penalty factor is similar to Experiment (4.3-4). Table 4.23 shows 
that the magnitude o fp is about 10 °^ and 10^ times smaller than those in Exper-
iment (4.3-1) respectively when h = h^ and h 二 嘉¾^ 
The convergence of the finite element approximation remains to be the same 
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while the accuracy improvement of E^ when h 二 ^ ¾ is also similar in Experi-
ments (4.3-4) and (4.3-5). 
For further comparison, we repeat Experiments (4.3-4) and (4.3-5) for a 二 10 
and a = 100. 
Experiment (4.3-6): a 二 10,e = -10"^ 
The numerical results of a = 10 and £ : - 10 "^ are summarized in Table 4.24. 
h ||E-E^||^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^l|^2 ratios |blk2 ratios 
ho 6.618963E—01 一 5.614Q78E+Q0 ——2.59Q080E-02 —— 
lho 5.686898E-01 0.85918 8.475609E+00 1.50971 L929493E-02 0.74496 
2 ^^_>„_^____^_^~«^~ ^^___^____^___^_^^_«_^^_^__^^^—^——... . . •—• —• •“ —~^^-^^~~~~~~^~~ 
lhn 1 906241E-01 0.33520 4.422411E+00 0.52178 6.460625E-03 0.33484 4 U “  
|ho 3.627809E-02 0.19031 1.917327E+0Q 0.43355 1.726Q93E-03 0.26717  
±ho 3.568469E-03 0.09836 5.926687E-Q1 0.30911 2.388595E-04 0.13838 
丄/io 3.245342E-04 0.09094 1.613897E-01 0.27231 2.652650E-05 0.11105 
32 ^^ ^^ __«__^ _^ _—___ _ _ _ ^ -•• I -_ I. • ‘ • I 
Table 4.24. Experiment (4.3-6): Errors in E and V • E and magnitude ofp. 
Experiment (4.3-7): a = 10,£二 -10_5. 
Repeat Experiment (4.3-6) with s = -10'^. The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.25. 
Experiments (4.3-6) and (4.3-7) also show similar penalty factor effect and 
accuracy improvement as in Experiments (4.3-4) and (4.3-5). 
Experiment (4.3-8): a =- 100,e = -10'^. 
The numerical results of a 二 100 and e = -10"^ are summarized in Table 4.26. 
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h ||E-E"||r2 ratios ||V.E_.V.E"||r2 ratios lblU^ ratios 
ho 6.623086E-01 — 5.615972E+QQ ——2.591614E-Q5  
lho 5.690090E-01 0.85913 8.477301E+00 1.50950 1.933Q21E-Q5' 0.74588 2 __^ ___________ - •^ —^—~~~~~~^~~~" '•~^~~~~~'~^~~"~~~~"^ ~^^~~^~~ _________^ _^^______> 
i/in 1 906419E-01 0.33504 4.422874E+00 0.52173 6.467547E-06 0.33458 4 u  
lho 3.628619E—02 0.19034 1.917516E+0Q 0.43355 1.731836E-Q6 0.26777 
丄/in 3.569374E-03 0.09837 5.926879E-01 0.30909 2.406297E-07 0.13894 
16 u   
±ho 3.345448E-04 0.09373 1.613909E-01 0.27230 2.5Q2837E-08 Q.104Q1 
3 2 |旧 — 1 — '••— 
Table 4,25. Experiment (4.3-7): Errors in E and V • E and magnitude ofp. 
h ||E - E^ ||^ 2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^l|^2 ratios lblU^ ratios 
ho 1.200127E-01 — 4.552225E+0Q ——2.547377E-02 —— 
i/io 5.370510E-01 4.47495 8.322522E+00 1.82823 1.68Q916E-Q2 0.65986 
l h , 1 755289E-01 0.32684 4.458434E+00 0.53571 6.120835E-03 0.36414 
4 u • 
lho 3.536006E-02 0.20145 1.945981E+00 0.43647 1.520742E-03 0.24845 
^ho 3.565086E-03 0.10082 5.938358E-Q1 Q.3Q516 2.11Q659E-Q4 0.13879  
±ho 2.665082E-04 0.07476 1.614109E-01 0.27181 8.985303E-05 0.42571 
i52 • 1 _ 丨  
Table 4.26. Experiment (4.3-8): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
E xpe r imen t (4 .3-9) : a 二 100,£ = —10—5. 
Repeat Experiment (4.3-8) with e 二 一IGT�. The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.27. 
Experiments (4.3-8) and (4.3-9) again show similar results as Experiments 
(4.3-4) and (4.3-5) and Experiments (4.3-6) and (4.3-7). 
The accuracy improvements o f E " are even better in these cases. Tables 4.26 
and 4.27 show that the L^-norm errors ||E 一 E^ ||^ 2 are reduced about one-fourth 
comparing to corresponding experiments when h — ^h^. 
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h ||E-E^||^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios lblU^ ratios 
ho 1.197830E-01 — 4.552324E+QQ ——2.548097E-Q5  
lho 5.370949E-01 4.48390 8.322769E+00 1.82825 1.681958E-Q5 0.66008 
2 - - 1 I ~ ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ^ 
lhn 1 755392E-01 0.32683 4.458807E+00 0.53574 6.126438E-06 0.36424 
4 u   
kho 3.536452E-02 0.20146 1.946096E+00 0.43646 1.525Q81E-Q6 0.24893 
±ho 3.565255E-03 0.10081 5.938469E-Q1 0.30515 2.111157E-Q7 Q.13843 
1-ho 2.723300E-04 0.07638 1.614116E-01 0.27181 2.323673E-08 0.11007 
3 2 — — * - — 
Table 4.27. Experiment (4.3-9): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
4.4 Numerical Experiment on Spherical Shell 
Domain 
4.4.1 The Spherical Shell Domain 
The cubic domain Q considered in sections 4.1 and 4.2 is regular and convex. We 
extend our computational domain to a more general, non-convex spherical shell 
domain 仏 in this section. 
Recall that R and r are the radii of the outer and the inner sphere that enclose 
the domain 仏 ( S e e section 3.6.2). 
Suppose T^/2 is the triangulation of the domain (¾. The mesh size h is defined 
by 
h --- max diam(K) 
Ker"2 
where diam(iT), the diameter of a tetrahedron K, is the length of its longest side. 
Fixed R — 0.8 and r = 0.4, we triangulate the domain Qs with four different 
mesh size h: 0.4922, 0.2574, 0.1363 and 0.0724 respectively. The mesh sizes are 
decreasing by a factor of approximately 0.5. More precisely, 
^ . 0.5229, ™ . 0.5296, ^ . 0.5310. 
0.4922 ‘ 0.2574 0.1363 
Table 4.28 shows the summary statistics of these meshes. 
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Mesh size h 
0.4922 0.2574 0.1363 0.0724 
No. of tetrahedral elements 636 5796 50400 358176 
No. of nodes for E 1278 9030 72030 495990 
No. of nodes for p 216 1296 9616 64316 
No. of layers^ 1 3 7 13 
"•Layer is defined in section 3.6.2. 
Table 4,28. Mesh statistics of the spherical shell domain Q^  
with i^ = 0.8 and r = 0.4. 
4.4.2 Dirichlet Problem 
As mentioned in section 3.2, the implementation ofthe Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion E X n 二 h on general surface is problematic for a Cartesian vector formulation 
using nodal based finite elements. We extend the Dirichlet problem (4.1)- (4.3) 
to the new domain 仏 in this subsection. 
We now solve the Dirichlet problem (4.6) and (4.7) with r = 1 and three 
different values of a: 0,10 and 100 respectively, using the testing function (4.8). 
Experiment (4.4-1): a 二 0. 
The numerical results with a = 0 are summarized in Table 4.29a and Table 4.29b. 
Table 4.29a shows the L^-norm errors ||E - E^ ||^ 2 and ||V • E — V . E^ ||^ 2 and 
the magnitude ||p||1,2. Componentwise L^-norm errors ||Ea； - Ej||^ 25 11¾ - E^ ||^ 2 
and E^ - E^ ” are shown in Table 4.29b. The ratios in tables denote the ra-
‘ z L ^ 
tio of the error norm/the magnitude on the corresponding mesh over the error 
norm/the magnitude on the previous coarser mesh. 
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h . ||E-E"|!L2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios lblU^ ratios 
0.4922 1.490857E+00 一 5.839870E+Q0 ——8.802696E+Q0  
0.2574 1.456082E—01 0.09767 2.342137E+QQ 0.40106 9.590301E-01 0.10895 
0.1363 1.6Q72Q5E-02 0.11038 7.240344E-Q1 0.30913 1.121834E-01 0.11698 
0.0724 7.363979E-03 0.45819 2.225601E-01 0.30739 1.55Q285E-Q2 0.13819 
Table 4.29a. Experiment (4.4-1): Errors in E and V • E and magnitude ofp. 
" " h ~ ~ ||E^-E^||^7" ratios ||E^-E^||^, ratios ||E,-E^||^, ratios 
0.4922 9.744314E-01 ——7.737327E-01 ——8.212652E-01 — 
0.2574 7.717266E-02 0.07920 1.040461E—01 0.13447 6.6487Q9E-02 Q.08Q96 
0.1363 8.464239E-03 0.10968 1.154712E-Q2 0.11098 7.302845E-03 Q.1Q984 
0.0724 3.911771E-03 0.46215 4.705370E-03 _Q.4Q749 4.Q97040E-Q3 0.56102 
Table 4.29b. Experiment (4.4-1): Errors in E^, E^ and E^. 
Experiment (4.4-2): a = 10. 
We repeat the same simulation with a 二 10. The numerical results are summa-
rized in Table 4.30a and Table 4.30b. 
h ||E-E^||^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios |b||i^ 2 ratios 
0.4922 1.256710E+00 —— 5.877254E+Q0 —— 9.Q25880E+0Q  
0.2574 1.450320E-01 0.11541 2.347802E+00 0.39947 9.648097E-Q1 0.10689 
0.1363 1.601921E-02 0 . 1 1 0 4 5 7.242666E-Q1 0.30849 1.120987E-Q1 0.11619 
0.0724 2.596594E-03 0.16209 2.226839E-01 0.30746 L7Q70Q2E-Q2 0.15228 
Table 4.30a. Experiment (4.4-2): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
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~ ~ h ~ ~ ||E^-Ej||^2 ratios ||E^-E^||^, ratios ||E,-E^||^3 ratios 
0.4922 8.011875E-01 ——7.484539E-01 ——6.141957E-Q1 —— 
0.2574 7.663979E-02 0.09566 1.038256E—01 0.13872 6.61882QE-Q2 Q.1Q776 
0.1363 8.415239E-03 0.10980 1.153648E-02 Q . l l l l l 7.26QQ60E-Q3 0.10969 
0 0724 1.367526E-03 0.16251 1.732564E-03 0.15018 1.367624E-03 0.18838 
Table 4.30b, Experiment (4.4-2): Errors in E： , , E^ and E^. 
Exper iment (4.4-3): a 二 100. 
Again, we repeat the simulation with a 二 100. The numerical results are sum-
marized in Table 4.31a and Table 4.31b. 
h ||E_E"|L2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios : IblU^ ratios 
0.4922 1.014276E+00 —— 6.17142QE+QQ —— 1.Q68478E+Q1  
0.2574 1.436272E-01 0.14161 2.391747E+00 0.38755 1.016381E+Q0 Q.Q9512 
0.1363 1.623493E-02 0 . 1 1 3 0 4 7.261335E-Q1 0.30360 1.142523E-01 0.11241 
0.0724 2.812901E-03 0.17326 2.227320E-01 0.30674 1.99Q239E-02 0.17420 
Table 4.31a. Experiment (4.4-3): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
h ||E^-Ej||^3 ratios l|E^-Ejl|^, ratios ||E,-E^||^, ratios 
0.4922 5.973374E-01 —— 6.512157E-01 —— 4.978575E-Q1 —— 
0.2574 7.416780E-02 0.12416 1.042109E-01 0.16003 6.532989E-Q2 0.13122 
0.1363 8.421744E-03 0.11355 1.177544E-02 0.11300 7.347530E-Q3 0.11247 
0.0724 1.481180E-03 0.17588 1.870953E-03 0.15889 1.489312E-03 0.20270 
Table 4.31b. Experiment (4.4-3): Errors in E$, Ey and E^. 
The convergence results in Experiments (4.4-1), (4.4-2) and (4.4-3) show that 
the finite element solution in the spherical shell domain Q5 has the same conver-
gence order 0{h~) and similar accuracy as in the cubic domain Q. 
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Penalty factor effect. To see the effect of the penalty factor, we repeat Ex-
periments (4.4-1), (4.4-2) and (4.4-3) with e 二 _10_2. (For the reason of taking 
negative e, see section 3.5.) 
Experiment (4.4-4): a = Q,e = —10—2. 
The numerical results of a 二 0 and £ 二 - 10 "^ are summarized in Table 4.32. 
h ||E-E^||^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios lblk2 ratios 
0.4922 1.596438E+00 —— 6.73Q668E+Q0 ——4.665460E-02  
0.2574 1.469588E-01 0.09205 2.389260E+00 0.35498 6.439511E-03 0.13803 
0.1363 1.582511E-02 0.10768 7.278842E-01 0.30465 9.27845QE-04 0.14409 
0.0724 1.014468E-02 0.64105 2.226713E-01 0.30592 1.337567E-04 0.14416 
Table 4.32. Experiment (4.4-4): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
Experiment (4.4-5): a 二 10,£二 —10—2. 
The numerical results of a = 10 and s = - 10 "^ are summarized in Table 4.33. 
h ||E-E^||^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios lblU^ ratios 
0.4922 1.371089E+00 —— 6.734211E+00 —— 4.643408E-Q2  
0.2574 1.466125E-01 0.10693 2.394161E+00 0.35552 6.413373E-03 0.13812 
0.1363 1.573576E-02 0.10733 7.280867E-01 0.30411 9.238460E-Q4 0.14405 
0.0724 4.151126E-03 0.26380 2.226766E-01 0.30584 1.338688E-04 0.14490 
Table 4,33. Experiment (4.4-5): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
Experiment (4.4-6): a = 1 0 0 , £ 二 -10_2. 
The numerical results of a 二 100 and e = —IO—2 are summarized in Table 4.34. 
Tables 4.32, 4.33 and 4.34 show that the penalty factor effect is the same 
for both the spherical shell domain Qs and the cubic domain H. That is, the 
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h ||E-E^||^2 ratios ||V-E-V-E^||^2 ratios lblU^ ratios 
0.4922 1.139080E+00 —— 6.856576E+0Q —— 4.474370E-02  
0.2574 L469650E-01 0.12902 2.433890E+00 0.35497 6.26Q266E-03 0.13991 
0.1363 L604375E-02 0.10917 7.297500E-01 0.29983 8.992Q42E-04 0.14364 
0.0724 1.793729E-03 0.11180 2.227236E-Q1 0.30521 1.3Q268QE-Q4 0.14487 
Table 4.34. Experiment (4.4-6): Errors in E and V . E and magnitude ofp. 
appropriate large value of the penalty factor force the Lagrange multiplier p to 
be small while the convergence and accuracy of the finite element approximation 
remain to be the same. 
Conclusion. The convergence results of the above numerical experiments show 
that the nodal normal formula (3.10) derived in section 3.2 is appropriate for 
general non-plane numerical boundary and the finite element approximation (4.6) 
and (4.7) is convergent even for non-convex polyhedral domain. 
4.5 Some Numerical Phenomena 
4.5.1 GMRES Convergence Accelerator 
Through our numerical experiments we have found out that the penalty factors 
introduced in subsections 4.1.3, 4.2.3 and 4.3.3 also play another important role 
as convergence accelerator for the GMRES solver when an appropriate value of 
£ is taken. 
We illustrate this acceleration effect by the solution of the Dirichlet problem. 
This phenomenon also occurs in all other problems considered in our numerical 
experiments. 
We summarize the number of iterations that GMRES solver terminates of 
Experiments (4.1-1) to (4.1-9) in Tables 4.35, 4.36 and 4.37 where M 二 5000 is 
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the maximum number of iterations. 
All three tables shows that the number of iterations are reduced significantly 
when we use a penalty factor with e 二 -10_2. But when e 二 —10—5, the 
GMRES solver needs many more iteration, even 10 times, to terminate. Indeed, 
the GMRES solver fail to convergent when - ^ is too large. It indicates that to 
ensure the convergence of the GMRES solver, the penalty factor can not be too 
large. 
h ho ^ho \ho |/iQ j^"o ^hp 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1二 0 27 198 576 736 484 428 
€ 
n ^ ^ _ i o - 2 27 36 60 93 215 322 
£二 - 1 0 - 5 27 165 1,333 2,339 M J ^ ^ 
Table 4.35. Number of iterations n required by GMRES in Experiments (4.1-1), 
(4.1-4) and (4.1-5) where a 二 0 and \ 二 0’ e 二 -10_2 and - lCT^ respectively. 
h ho ^ho \ho lho ^hp ^hp 
i 二 0 27 194 465 607 544 345 
e  
n £二—10—2 27 36 50 84 164 276  
£二—10-5 28 134 995 1,976 4,935 4,482 
Table 4.36. Number of iterations n required by GMRES in Experiments (4.1-2), 
(4.1-6) and (4.1-7) where a 二 10 and \ 二 0’ e 二 -10"2 and -lO"® respectively. 
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h ho ^ho \hQ ^hp ^hp ^hp 
|二 0 30 201 294 365 410 315 
n 口 - 1 0 - 2 27 36 49 80 118 154 
£二 - 1 0 - 5 28 135 574 1,006 1,536 1,456 
Table 4.37. Number of iterations n required by GMRES in Experiments (4.1-3), 
(4.1-8) and (4.1-9) where a 二 100 and ^ 二 0, £ = —10—2 and -10"^ respectively. 
4.5.2 Sparsity Improvement 
Let B denote the sparse coefficient matrix of the linear system of equations. We 
use row-wise sparse format to store the matrix B. 
We observe that, after assembly, the matrix B is not only sparse, but also 
having many non-zero and very small entries. There are about half of them 
whose magnitude are less than 10"^°. Then we filter those small entries out of 
B and find that it does not affect the solution of the linear system of equations. 
However, we can gain two advantages from this filtering process because sparsity 
of B is improved. We can save nearly a half of memory to store the matrix B and 
reduce the computation effort of matrix-vector multiplication. Table 4.38 shows 
the sparsity improvement consequences in Experiment (4.1-1) where 
neq 二 the number of equations in the linear system of equations 
nzy = the number of non-zero entries in B after filtering 
nzN = the number of non-zero entries in B before filtering 
ty 二 the CPU time required to solve the system of equations after filtering 
t^ = the CPU time required to solve the system of equations before filtering 
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h ho |ho \ho |/iQ ^ho ^h 
neq 37 206 1,540 12,392 100,432 810,656 
nzY 681 4,486 41,760 380,236 3,283,524 27,360,436 
nzN 729 6,712 74,238 727,090 6,476,154 54,725,002 
ty{sec) 4.30 5.24 11.98 72.85 514.95 3,Q28.64 
t^(sec) 9.69 10.94 26.83 96.92 745.38 5,118.59 
Table 4.38. Sparsity improvement consequences: reduction of the number of 
non-zeroes nz in B and the CPU time t required to solve the system of equations 
in Experiment (4.1-1). 
4# 
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